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Morehead State University 
Fifty-Second 
Annual Commencement 
Friday, May Ninth 
Nineteen Hundred Seventy-five 
Program 
Processional: "Procession of Nobles" from Mlada, by Rimsky-Korsakov Symphony Band 
Robert Hawkins, Conductor 
Invocation 
"Battle Hymn of the Republic" (Arr. by Wilhousky) 
Presentation of Honorary Doctor's Degrees 
Constantine W. Curris, Murray, Kentucky 
John E. Horner, Hanover, Indiana 
Mahlon A. Miller, Barbourville, Kentucky 
Ted Greene 
Minister, First Free Will Baptist Church 
Concert Choir and Symphony Band 
Jame; Ross Beane conducting 
Chester C. Travelstead, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Commencement Address "Excellence: A Goal of Many Dimensions" 
Presentation of Graduating Class 
Conferring of Degrees 
Presentation of Diplomas 
Chester C. Travelstead 
Academic Vice President, University of New Mexico 
Paul Ford Davis 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Adron Doran 
President 
Gene W. Scholes 
Dean, Undergraduate Programs 
John R. Duncan 
Dean, Graduate Programs 
(Names of Graduates to be read by John R. Duncan and William 8. Pierce, Dean of Institutional Services) 
Charles Ward, Dean Johnson E. Duncan, Dean 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology School of Humanities 
Richard P. Baxter, Dean Charles A . Payne, Dean 
School of Business and Economics School of Sciences and Mathematics 
James H. Powell, Dean Roscoe H. Playforth, Dean 
School of Education School of Social Sciences 
Benediction Ted Greene 
Recessional: "Prelude to Die Meistersinger," excerpts, by Wagner Symphony Band 
Recipients of Honorary Doctor's Degrees 
CONSTANTINE W. CURR IS 
Doctor of Laws 
MAHLON A. MILLER 
Doctor of Laws 
JOHN E. HORNER 
Doctor of Letters 
CHESTER C. TRAVELSTEAD 
Doctor of Humanities 
Abbey, Carol Smith, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Abell, Ritta Ridley, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Abeln, John Edward, AB 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
Abernathy. Pamela Jean, BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Abner, James Randall, MBA 
Lost Creek, Ky. 
Abner. Susan Caudill, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Accordino, Barbara Lynn, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Ackert, Cheri Northcutt, AB 
Morning View, Ky. 
Acord, Michael Dennis, BME 
Ashland, Ky. 
Adams, Brenda Diane, BS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Adamu, Mohammed, BBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Adkins. Bonnie Annis. BUS 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Adkins, Carla Jean, AB 
Grayson. Ky. 
Adkins, David Lea, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Akers, George T., BBA 
Pilgrim, Ky. 
Allen. Amelia Lea. MACE 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Allen, Charlotte Jo. MBA 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Allyn, Ralph L., BSW 
Leburn, Ky. 
Altenburge r, Mark, BBA 
Lakeland , Fla. 
Altizer, Gary Lee, BS 
Patriot, Ohio 
Alvey, James Irwin, MBA 
Ashland, Ky. 
Amburgey, Larry Wayne, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Amoozegar, Paulette Erickson, AB 
Hammond, Ind . 
Anderson, Deborah Lynn, AAS 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 
Anderson, Garne t1 Delenna, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Anderson, Howard Eugene, BS 
Morehead , Ky. 
Anderson, Nellie Moore, BS 
Stanton, Ky. 
Anderson, Timothy Harold, BS 
Sardinia, Ohio 
Anderson, Vernitta Jurich, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Applegate, Edward Cray, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Archer, George Preston, V, BBA 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Archer, Vicky Chandler, MA 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Armstrong, Debra Kay Prater, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Armstrong, Thomas Allen, AB 
Wilmington, Ohio 
Arnett, Donnie, AB 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Candidates for Degrees 
Arnett, June, AAS 
Fredville, Ky. 
Arnett, Linda Sue, AB 
Foraker, Ky. 
Arnett, Robert Bruner, AB 
Edna, Ky. 
Arrasmith, Patricia Hopkins, BS 
Independence, Ky. 
Asher, Brenda Kay, AB 
Letcher, Ky. 
Ashley, Carmelita Bentley, AB 
Mallie, Ky. 
Bacha, Ralph Lawrence, BME 
McKeesport, Pa. 
Bailey, Sylvia W •• AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Bailey, Wade Marion. MACE 
Keaton, Ky. 
Baker, Shirley Stamey. AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Baker, Tommy Eugene, AB 
Greenup, Ky. 
Ball, Julia Ann, BS 
Mansfield, Ohio 
Ballard. John Caleb, MS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Barbee, Candice Louise, AB 
Sciotoville, Ohio 
Barber, Elaine C., AB 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Barker, Ava Katherine, AMED 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Barker, Datta Frances, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Barnard, Michael Haynes, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Barnett, Barba ra, AB 
Portsmouth, Ky. 
Barnett, Brenda Joyce, AB 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Barnett, Malvery Pearl, AB 
Vancleve, Ky. 
Barnett, Myron David, BS 
Hillsboro , Ky. 
Baron, Jennifer Slough, AB 
Findlay, Ohio 
Baughman. William Marshall, BSW 
Danville, Ky. 
Baxter, Gregory William, BUS 
Southga te, Ky. 
Bayes, James E., BUS 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Beam, Richard K., MA 
Paris, Ky. 
Beclinger, Jerry Clifton, AAA 
Danville, Ky. 
Belcher, Lois Reynolds, AMED 
Dorton, Ky. 
Bentley, Norman Ray, AB 
East McDowell, Ky. 
Bentley, Pamela S ., BSW 
Coal Grove, Ohio 
Bentley, Robert William, BS 
Ironton, Ohio 
Benton, Joseph Carter, AB 
Caney, Ky. 
Benton, Sharon Henry, AMED 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Bercaw, Sharon Ann, BSW 
Troy, Ohio 
Berry, Stephen Charles, AB 
Frankl in, Ohio 
Bevard, Samuel Lee, MHE 
Maysville, Ky. 
Beverly, Michael Warren, BME 
Wise. Va. 
Bevins, Juanita S .• AMED 
Phyllis, Ky. 
Bewley, W. Richard, BBA 
Elizabethtown, Ky. 
Bierie, Richard Thomas, AB 
Hampton, Va. 
Birdwhistell, Kathy Davis. AB 
Lawrenceburg, Ky. 
Bissmeyer. Bruce Douglas, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Black, Emma Edgerton, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Blackburn. Edith Ruth, AMED 
Belfry, Ky. 
Blackburn, Gillian Lynn, MA 
Cold Spring, Ky. 
Blackburn, Lavonne, AMED 
Phyllis, Ky. 
Blackwell, James Steven. BS 
Highland Hgts, Ky. 
Blafield, Glenn Roger, AB 
Pleasant Valley, N.Y. 
Blair, Gary Edward , BS 
Riceville, Ky. 
Blair, Janet Sue, AB 
Ashland. Ky. 
Blair, Ronnie Gene, MS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Blair, Rudell, AB 
Jeremiah, Ky. 
Blanchard, Gerald David, MA 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Blankenbeckler, Bert R., AAS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Blankenship, Joe Paul, AMED 
Frenchburg, Ky. 
Blankenship, Mary Holt, AAB 
Frankfort, Ky . 
Blevins, Judith Lynn, AB 
Rising Sun, Md. 
Blevins, Stuart Thomas. BS 
Phelps, Ky. 
Blevins, Thomas Farrell, AAS 
Cherokee, Ky. 
Boberg, Ly nn Marie, AB 
Dayton, Ky. 
Bolt, Susan Elizabeth , AAB 
Waverly, Ohio 
Bonnell, Kenneth Lee, BME 
St. Cla irsville. Ohio 
Booker, Artimesa. AAS 
Hardy, Ky. 
Booth, David Carlisle, MACE 
Russell. Ky. 
Booth, Karen Elaine, AMED 
Beauty. Ky. 
Border, Michelle Elaine, AB 
Plymouth. Ohio 
Borders. Charles Ray, BS 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Box, Judy Elizabeth, AAB 
Cynthiana. Ky. 
Boyle, Jeffrey Mark, AAS 
Clearwater, Fla. 
Brammell, Leonard Edward, MBA 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Brawner, Roy Alexander, Jr., AB 
Hialeah , Fla. 
Brewer, Brenda Evalee, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Brewer, Elaine H., AAB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Brock, Susan Morgan, AMED 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Brown, Dorothy Elaine Combs. MBE 
Frenchburg, Ky. 
Brown, Edward Eugene. BBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Brown, Forrest C., AB 
Clearfield, Ky. 
Brown, Freel Warren, Jr., AB 
Morehead. Ky. 
Brown, Richard Carl, BS 
Mt. Gilead, Ohio 
Brown. Robert Franklin. AB 
Erlanger, Ky. 
Brown, Valerie Jean, AB 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Browning, John Marquette, AMED 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Brubaker, John Edward. BS 
Flatwoods, Ky . 
Buck, Christina Leigh, AB 
Ellicott City, Md. 
Buffat, Cynth ia Ann, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Burchett, Jolita S., AB 
Sitka, Ky. 
Burkart, Jean Claire, AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Burke, Valerie Annette, AB 
Mentor, Ohio 
Burk1ch, Jennifer, AB 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Burns, Claudia K. Collins, MA 
Sidney, Ohio 
Burton, Ronald Marshall, AAS 
Oak Hill, Ohio 
Bush, Alma Ann, AMED 
Augusta, Ky. 
Butcher, David Newsome, AB 
Meally, Ky. 
Butcher, Lexie Arlene, BS 
Meally, Ky. 
Butts, Philip Eugene, BS 
New Madison, Ohio 
Byrd, Joyce Carol, AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Byrd, Robert Elwood, II , MHE 
Morehead , Ky. 
Caldwell, Linda, AB 
South Williamson, Ky. 
Calvert, Jerrold Wolfford, AB 
Morehead, Ky . 
Campbell, Kenneth Ray, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Campbell, Linda S. Combs, BS 
Hazard, Ky. 
Canafax, Joyce Ly nn, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Cantrell, Ruth Stafford, AB 
Wurtland , Ky. 
Carroll, Dianne M., BS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Carter. Larry Arnold, BS 
South Point, Ohio 
Carter, Malcolm, AB 
Olive Hill. Ky. 
Caskey, Judy K1scaden, AB 
Mayslick, Ky. 
Castle, Thomas Ray, AB 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Castle, Willinda B. , AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Caudill, Connie Lynn, MA 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Caudill, Debra Leigh, AB 
Winchester. Ky. 
Caudill, Donald E., BS 
Grayson, Ky. 
Caudill, Joyce Ann, AB 
Letcher, Ky. 
Caudill, Patricia Lynn, AB 
Falcon, Ky. 
Caudill, Paul Stewart, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Caudill, Vaughn Edward, MBA 
Grayson. Ky. 
Cecil, Joseph Clay, BBA 
Hazel Green, Ky. 
Chadwick, Julia Mane, AAA 
Xenia, Ohio 
Chaltas, David Philip, AB 
Jeremiah, Ky. 
Chalupa, Phyllis Cline, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Chandler. Dennis Tillman, AB 
Cold Spring, Ky. 
Chandler, Robert Bryant, AB 
Shelbyville, Ky. 
Cheap, William J ., AB 
Louisville, Ky . 
Chi ldress, Juanita F., AMED 
Mouth Card, Ky. 
Christian. Belinda Eastham. AB 
Ashland. Ky. 
Christian, Sara Ann, BME 
Chardon, Ohio 
Chugg, Melva Darlene, BME 
Winchester, Ky. 
Clark , Judy Bea, AMED 
Grayson, Ky. 
Clark, Mark Hamilton, AB 
Bellevue, Ky. 
Clark, Randall Howard, BME 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Clark, Thomas Allan, AB 
Glendale, Ky. 
Clarke, William Rees, Jr., BBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Clayton, Connie Haley, AMED 
Brooksville, Ky. 
Clevenger, Virginia Barnett, AB 
Hitchons. Ky . 
Click , Curtis, AMED 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Clone, Edsel Neil, BS 
White Oak, Ky. 
Cline, Judy Ann, AB 
Lowmansville, Ky. 
Cline, Madonna Sue. BUS 
Debord, Ky. 
Clutter, Geary Howard, BUS 
Steubenville, Ohio 
Cole, Vanessa Ann, AB 
Hardy, Ky. 
Coleman, Dona Renee, BUS 
Lou1sv,lle, Ky. 
Coleman. Donald Joe, AMED 
Lookout, Ky. 
Coleman, Donna Elmo, AB 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Coleman, Goldie E., AMED 
Lookout, Ky. 
Coleman, Margarette K .• AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Coleman, Teresa Louise. AB 
Pileville, Ky. 
Collier, Lyvonne Kay Marton, AMED 
Democrat, Ky. 
Collins, Catherine Ann, AB 
Burlington, Ky. 
Collins, Jackie Karen, AB 
Jenkins, Ky. 
Collins, Kayrene, AMED 
Maysville, Ky. 
Collins, Linda Shaffer, AB 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Combs, Daniel R .• BBA 
South Shore, Ky. 
Combs, Dottie Lou, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Combs, Glenna Faye, AB 
Lebum, Ky. 
Combs, Judith Ann, AB 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Combs, Margaret Thorpe, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Combs. Michael Lee, AB 
Booneville, Ky. 
Comley, Bill Henry, BUS 
Irvine, Ky . 
Conley, Brenda Gail, AB 
Hindman, Ky. 
Conley, Cynthia Lynn, BS 
Oreland, Pa. 
Conley. Gary Edsel, BUS 
Estill. Ky. 
Conyers, Virginia, BUS 
Hamilton, Ohio 
Cook, Barbara Ann. AMED 
Dry Creek, Ky. 
Cook. Leland James, AB 
Lexington, Ky . 
Cook, Susan Dohn, AAS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Cook. Vickie Lynn, MM 
Jeffersontown, Ky. 
Cooper, Constance Marie, AB 
Columbus, Ohio 
Cooper, Terri Ruth, AAS 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Corbin, Cynthia Diane, AB 
Heath, Ohio 
Cornett, Peggy Morrow, MHE 
Clearfield, Ky. 
Cornette, Cheryl Elisabeth, AB 
McCombs, Ky. 
Corwin, Karen Jane, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Couch, Alma Jean, AB 
Jackson. Ky. 
Couch, Ollie, AB 
Letcher, Ky. 
Courson, Cynthia Ann, AB 
San Antonio, Tex. 
Couvdos. Kathryn Leona, BSW 
Akron, Ohio 
Coyle, Linda DeHarte, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Crabtree, Constance Elaine, AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Crabtree, Jerry Lynn, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Craft, Drema Bailey, BS 
Greenup, Ky. 
Craft, Linda Kay, AAS 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Craft, Linna M., AMED 
Greenup, Ky. 
Craft, Nancy Carol, AB 
Florence. Ky. 
Crager, James Buford, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Crawford, Bill R., AB 
Valley Station, Ky. 
Crawford, James M., BS 
Portsmouth, Ohio 
Crigger, Charles Edward, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Curtis, Sheryl Ann, AAS 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Cusick. Anthony W. , BME 
Bardstown, Ky. 
Dahl, Terrybeth, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Dailey, William L., BUS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Damron, Boll G .• AAS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Damron, Lenore, AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Daniel, David Lee, BBA 
Jeffersonville, Ky. 
Daniel, Eugene, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Daniels. Lafe, BUS 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Danner, Deborah Anne. BME 
Morehead, Ky. 
Danner, James Noah, 111, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Davis, Constance Jo, AB 
Thurman, Ohio 
Davis, Darryl Charles, BME 
Concinnato , Ohio 
Davis, Drexel Reed, Jr., AB 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Davis, James Thomas, BS 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Davis. Kerry Trent, BME 
Hopkins, S.C. 
Davis, Madesta S. , AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Davis. Mary Suzanne, AAS 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Davis, Pamela Diane Osborn, AB 
Maroba, Ky. 
Davis, Scarlett Elaine, BS 
Index, Ky. 
Davis, Stephen Wayne, BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Day, Celia Roe, AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Deal , Mana Susan, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Dean, Brenda Kaye, AAB 
Maysville, Ky . 
Dean, Julia Eva Applegate, MACE 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Dean, Russell Cass, Jr., MHE 
Morehead , Ky. 
Deaton, Gary Russell, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
deBourbon, Frank, BUS 
Patterson, N. V. 
DeKorte, Donald Bruce, AB 
Springfield, Pa. 
DeMaris, Carta Owens, BS 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Derifield, George Phillip. MBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Deskins. Brenda Kay, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
DeVault, Polly Jo, AB 
Marietta, Ohio 
Dials. Rita Thompson, BS 
Hillsboro, Ky. 
D1ckersche1d, Dennis Wayne, BME 
Hamilton, Ohio 
Dickison. Nelle Walters, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Dickison, Richard Lee, BS 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Diehl, Ronald Dennis, AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Diener, Jansen Craig, BS 
Lambertville, Moch. 
Dixon, Peggy Lynn, AAS 
Waverly, Ohio 
Doggett, Janice Lee, AAS 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Domoney, John Nelson, AB 
Pompton Plains, N.J. 
Doseck, Glenn Franklin, AAB 
Celina, Ohio 
Dotson, Sheila, AAB 
Phelps, Ky. 
Douglas, F. Jean, AMED 
Russell , Ky. 
Dove, Danny Lee, MACE 
Ashland, Ky. 
Dowdy, Donald Gregory, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Dragoo, Juhe Denise, AB 
Springfield, Ohio 
Dre1haus, Donna Ann, AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Duncan, Gail Ann, AAB 
Midway, Ky. 
Duncan. Jerry Lee, BS 
Ohve Hill, Ky. 
Duncan, Roger Dale, BS 
Farmers, Ky. 
Duncan. Treved1a Lynn , AB 
Olive Holl, Ky. 
Dunn, Deborah Ellen, AAB 
Versailles, Ky. 
Dunn, Sheridan McDale, AB 
Burgin, Ky . 
Duvall, Betty Ruth, AMED 
Little Sandy. Ky. 
Duvall, Linda White, BBA 
Florence, Ky. 
Duvall, Michael Douglas, BBA 
Florence, Ky. 
Dye, Wilham James. AB 
Inez, Ky. 
Dyer, Diane, AB 
Wheelersburg, Ohio 
Oyer, Hazel Gordon, AB 
Ashland , Ky. 
Oyer. Judy, AMED 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Easterday, Dannie Dean, AB 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Eden, Claude Wesley, BS 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Egnor, Cheryl Lynn, AB 
St . Albans, W. Va. 
Eichner, Mary Kathleen, BS 
Kettering, Ohio 
Elam, Robert Lynne, MACE 
Williamsport, Ky. 
Elkins, Melvin Douglas, MS 
Bronson, Mich. 
Emmons. Jerry W., AB 
Hillsboro, Ky. 
Emmons, Martha, AB 
Wallingford, Ky. 
Engle, Marie G., BUS 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Ensor, Terry Lee. MM 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Erwin, Mildred Charlene, AB 
Garrison, Ky. 
Eskew, Donald Ira, BUS 
Ash land, Ky. 
Evans, David Gene, AB 
Franklin, Ohio 
Evans, Jacqueline F . BUS 
Weeksbury, Ky. 
Evans. Larry S ., BUS 
Malone, Ky. 
Evans, Norma l ee, AB 
Cincinnati, Oh10 
Eversole, Lynn, AB 
Vicco, Ky. 
Eyster, Marion Brinch Fischer, MACE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Fa1g, Thomas Allan, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Fairchild, Janine Lyndell, BSW 
Flatwoods, Ky . 
Falcone, Valentino James, AMED 
Potomac, Md. 
Fannin, Carla Jane, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Farley, Rosemary, AB 
South Shore, Ky. 
Farmer, Audrey A., BBA 
Bowen, Ky. 
Feder, Joyce Rose, AB 
OeMossville, Ky. 
Felker, David John, MBA 
Kettering, Ohio 
Felty, George Randall, BS 
Grayson, Ky. 
Felty, Sandra Ferree, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Ferguson, Argus Paul, MACE 
Keaton, Ky. 
Ferguson, Cecil Delmas, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Ferguson, Diana Lynn, AAS 
Wrigley, Ky. 
Ferguson, Kerm,tt Eugene, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Ferguson, Lowell, AAS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Ferguson, Nancy Lynne, AB 
Grassy Creek, Ky. 
Ferriel, Ronald Glenn, BS 
Mt. Orab, Ohio 
Fetter, Theresa Ann, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Fields, Edward Harold, AB 
Hazard, Ky. 
Fields, Katherine, AB 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Finch, Katharine Durell, BS 
Downers G rove. Ill . 
Fine. Jeffrey C .• BSW 
West Milton, Ohio 
Fischer, Joseph William, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Flaugher, Mae Jo Hedgecock, AMED 
Brooksville, Ky. 
Flecha, Anthony J., Jr., BS 
Morehead. Ky. 
Fleshman, H. Ann Barker, AB 
Londonderry, Ohio 
Fletcher, Colleen Conway, AMED 
P1kev1lle, Ky. 
Fletcher, Curtis Lee, AB 
Wurtland, Ky. 
Flinn, Carol Elaine, MA 
St. Charles, Mo. 
Flowers. Karen Gwen , AB 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky. 
Fogle, James Gordon, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Foley, Glenn Russell , BBA 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Forbes. Diana K., AB 
South Shore, Ky. 
Ford, Marilynn Jo, AB 
Somerset, Ky. 
Foulkes, Claudia Jane, AAB 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky. 
Fox. Kathryn Metcalfe, AB 
Harlan, Ky. 
Fox, Nancy Ann, AAB 
Lou1sv1lle, Ky. 
Fox, Richard Lynn, BS 
Harlan, Ky. 
Frazier, Charles Christopher, AB 
Cedar Knolls, N.J . 
Freeman, Michael Leslie, BBA 
Salvisa, Ky. 
Fugate, Jerry Lynn, BS 
Grassy Creek, Ky. 
Fulk, Gerald Lamon, AB 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Gaines, Dudley George, Jr., AB 
Versailles, Ky. 
Gallion, Shannon Ray, BS 
Jenkins, Ky. 
Galusha, Marie Antoinette, AB 
Bendersville, Pa. 
Gampp, Michael Lee, MBE 
Sciotoville, Ohio 
Gampp, Patrick Lewis, BS 
Sciotov,lle, Ohio 
Gardner, Delbert Ross, Jr., BM 
Donora, Pa. 
Gardner, Michael Howard, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Gatewood, Jill Ann, AAB 
Crown City, Ohio 
Gay, Buster, AMED 
Jackson, Ky. 
Gayheart, Erma Jean, AB 
Leburn, Ky. 
Gayheart, Leo, BS 
Hindman, Ky. 
Gaylor, Gary Vernon, BBA 
Solver Sprong, Md. 
Gaylor, Pamela Wolf, BME 
Mason, Ohio 
George, Stephen Darden, BBA 
West Jefferson, Ohio 
George, William Gene, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Gibson, Gary Kenneth, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Gibson, Wolma Evelyn, MS 
Sandy Hook , Ky. 
Gilbert, Michael Barnes, BS 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Gill, Susan Ahce, AB 
lily, Ky. 
Gilmore, John W., AB 
Cincinnati, Oh10 
Gilmore, Nancy Schroeder, AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Gleason, Lois Ann Keibler, AB 
Maloneton, Ky. 
Goad, Patsy Pitchford, AB 
Grayson, Ky. 
Goodman, Paul H., AMED 
Virgie, Ky. 
Gore, Jerry Allen, MHE 
Maysville, Ky. 
Gorton, Richard Vaughn, AB 
Fayetteville, N.Y. 
Greathouse, Alvin Paul, AB 
Georgetown. Ky. 
Greene, Lynda S., AB 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Greene, William Cody, Ill , BS 
Sandy Hook, Ky. 
Greenhill, Mary Lynn, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Greenhill, Philip Victor, MHE 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Greening, Deborah Perd ue, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Griff 1th, Karen Clemons, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Griffith, Marsha Ann, BME 
Greenup, Ky. 
Griffith, Michael W., BBA 
Jackson, Ky. 
Griffith, Michael Webb, AME D 
Ashland, Ky. 
Gross, Arthur, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Gross, Joseph Brent, AB 
Hazard, Ky. 
Gross, Rodney Thornton, Ill, BBA 
Grayson. Ky. 
Grubb, Candace Anne, AB 
Ironton, Ohio 
Guess, Rossella, BS 
Gulf BrP.eze, Fla. 
Guiler, David Scott, BS 
Athens, Ohio 
Guiler, Glenda Stanfield, AAS 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Gullett, Ronald Dexter, AMEO 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Gullion, Anthony E., BS 
Waverly, Oh,o 
Gumm, Benny Eugene, AAS 
Vincent, Ky. 
Halasek, Erma Meyers, AB 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Halbleib, Richard Caorl, AB 
Valley Station, Ky. 
Hale, Donald Robert, AB 
Canal Winchester, Oh,o 
Hall, Carl Douglas, MACE 
Banner, Ky. 
Hall, Carolyn S ue, BS 
Morehead , Ky. 
Hall, Donald Wayne, AB 
Hall, Ky. 
Hall , Geronda L. , BS 
Deane. Ky. 
Hall, Londa Jacobs, AB 
Larkslane, Ky. 
Hall. Roy Franc,s, MACE 
Grayson. Ky. 
Hall, Tommy Lowell, AB 
Pippa Passes, Ky. 
Hall, Willma Jean, AB 
Hall, Ky. 
Hallama, Patricia Dean, BS 
Vienna, Va. 
Hamilton, Debbie Wells, BUS 
Carrollton, Ky. 
Hamilton, Krista Lynn, BS 
Alexandria, Ohio 
Hammond Brenda Gail, AB 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Hammond, Danna Ruth, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Hammond, Franklin Hughes, Jr., BS 
Frankfort , Ky. 
Hampton, Linda Jo Addington, AMED 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Hancock. Robert Wesley. AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Handshoe, Ph1ll1p, AMEO 
Hueysv1lle, Ky. 
Haney, Gary Joseph, AAS 
Inez, Ky. 
Haney, John A., AMED 
Inez, Ky. 
Haney, Mary Hardon, AMED 
Inez, Ky. 
Hanshaw, Billy Paul G., BBA 
Louisa, Ky. 
Hanshaw, Bonnie Carter, AAS 
Louisa, Ky. 
Hargis, Oeborrah Jane, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Harmon, James Terry, BS 
Grove Ctty, Ohio 
Harney, Ruth Ann, BS 
Cynthiana, Ky 
Harney, Wilham L., AAS 
Cynthiana, Ky . 
Harprong, Catherine R,ta, BBA 
Batesville, Ind. 
Harrell, Michael Lee, BBA 
Scottsdale. Ariz. 
Harris, Cathie Madge, MA 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Harris, Olen Daniel, BBA 
Hamersville, Ohio 
Harst1ne, Gerald E., BS 
Akron, Ohio 
Harwood, Sara Kristine, AAS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Hasenstab, Londa Sue, BS 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Haugabook , Janice Renee, AB 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky. 
Hayes, Sharon Ailiff, BS 
Williamson, W. VA. 
Haynes, Teresa Michelle, AB 
San Diego, Calif. 
Hays, Leland Laye, BS 
Jackson, Ky. 
Heizman, Chrost,an Charles, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Henderson, Jack Wylie, Jr., BS 
Olive Holl, Ky. 
Herald , Barbara Kaye Moore, AB 
Whock, Ky . 
Herald, Linda R., AB 
Haddox , Ky. 
Hickman, William Edward, AAS 
Paris, Ky. 
H,cks, Betty Jo Francis, MHE 
Winchester, Ky. 
H,eneman, Curtis, L., AMEO 
Greenup, Ky. 
Higgons, Reuben Brent, BBA 
Coal Grove, Ohio 
H,11, Creighton L., BS 
Ashland, Ky 
Holl, Jackie 0 ., AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Hillard, David Alan, MBA 
Clarksville, Oh,o 
Hollman, Donald Gray, 11 , BUS 
Louisa, Ky. 
Hones, Marjorie Wentz, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Hinkle, Bonnie Jean, AB 
Milo, Ky 
Hinton, John Anthony, BS 
Falmouth, Ky 
Hinton, Judo Ann, AB 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Hoersting, Steven Robert, AB 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
Hoffman, Gregory S., BME 
Independence, Ky . 
Hoffman, Jo Ann , BME 
Independence, Ky. 
Hoffman, Pholop J ., MBA 
Ashland . Ky. 
Hogg, Sandra 0 ., AMEO 
Neo n, Ky 
Hohnecker, Laura Coletta, MA 
Huntington, W. VA. 
Holbrook, Chester W., BUS 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Holbrook, Edwin Dean, AMED 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Holcomb, Ronald Lee, AMED 
Isom, Ky. 
Ho llingsworth, Darrell Keith, AB 
Clarksville, Ohio 
Holtzapfel, Sandra Lynn, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Hopkins, Gary Lynn, BS 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Hopkins, Joyce Kaye Sparks, BS 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Hord, Wilham Dale, AB 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Horn, Truman Glenn , AMED 
Ine z, Ky. 
Horton, Joseph H., BUS 
Burnside, Ky. 
Hoskin , Stanley Thomas, BME 
Ashland, Ky. 
Hossa,n, Nezhad Ha,dar, BS 
Morehead , Ky. 
Howard , Barbara Jo Abner, AAB 
Morehead, Ky . 
Howard, Loos Marte, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Howard , Pamela Dawn, BME 
Green111lle, Oh10 
Howard, Sandra Gay, AB 
Salyers111lle, Ky. 
Howard, Susan, BSW 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Howe, Jacquelyn Blaine. AB 
Hillsboro, Ky. 
Howell, Bernadine Sue, AAS 
Garrison, Ky. 
Howell, Bernice DeLoose, AMED 
Morehead , Ky. 
Howland, John S , AB 
Conconnat,, Oh 10 
Hucldeberry, Thomas Charles, MA 
Irvine, Ky 
Hudson, Betty Martha, AB 
J ackson, Ky . 
Hudson, Burley Ray, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Hudson, Larry Dean, AAS 
Amburgey, Ky. 
Huff, Deborah Lynnette, BS 
London, Ky. 
Huff, Sandra Lynne, BS 
Russellville, Oh,o 
Huffaker. William Michael, MS 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Hughes, Judith Osenton, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Hughes, Londa Kaye, BS 
Springfield, Ohio 
Humphrey, Jane Louise, AB 
Ironton, Ohio 
Hunsucker, Wendell E., BBA 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Hunt, Aledia Jo, BS 
Grundy, Va. 
Hunt, Gary Mason, AB 
Owongsv,lle, Ky. 
Hunt, John Fred, AMED 
Belfry, Ky. 
Hunt, Lillian Ph,llops, AMED 
Fods Creek, Ky 
Hunter, Margaret Josephine, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Hupp, Sara Stephens, MA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Hurand, Paula Lee, AB 
Steubenville, Ohio 
Hurst, Anne Kendall, MA 
Carlisle, Pa. 
Hurst, Cathryn R ., AB 
Louisville, Ky . 
Hurt, Glenn Edward, BBA 
Danville, Ky. 
Hurt, Patricia Bangert, AMED 
Danville, Ky. 
Hutcherson, Patricia C., BME 
Bardstown, Ky. 
Hutter, Patsy D., BS 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky. 
Hutton, Rebecca Wilson, MACE 
Owenton, Ky. 
Iker, Stephen Paul, AB 
Erlanger, Ky. 
Irvine, George Frederick, AB 
Albion, N.Y 
Isaac, James Odell, AB 
Flat Fort, Ky. 
Isaacs, Louise McCall, BS 
London, Ky. 
Isaacs, Walter Jay, BS 
Grayson. Ky. 
Ishmael, James Franklin, BS 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Ison, Sandra Hensley, AB 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Jackson, Cecil Lynn, MHE 
Ada, Ohio 
Jackson, Denny Carroll, AB 
Molton , Ky. 
Jacoby, Jenifer Kathryn, AB 
Ha milton, Oh,o 
James, Carol Lynn, BSW 
Germantown, Oh,o 
Jarv,s, Thomas A .• BUS 
Berea, Oh,o 
Jett, Loos Gross, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Johnson, Anna Louise, AAS 
Ary, Ky. 
Johnson, Arch Wilham, Jr., AB 
Booneville, Ky. 
Johnson, Beulah Willts, AMED 
South W,11,amson, Ky. 
Johnson, Charles Henry, MS 
Grayson , Ky. 
Johnson, Deborah Leah, AB 
Gallopolts, Ohio 
Johnson, Deborah Lynn, AB 
Morehead, Ky . 
Johnson, Edith R itch,e, AB 
Clayhole, Ky. 
Johnson, Kenneth Wayne, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Johnston, Carolyn L., AA 
Clearfield, Ky. 
Jones, Brenda Gevedon, AB 
Haze l Green, Ky. 
Jones, Debbi Mae, AB 
Columbia, Ky. 
Jones, Gary Clyde, AB 
Midway, Ky. 
Jones, Janet Lynn, BSW 
Paris, Ky. 
Jones, J,mm,e Darrell, AMED 
Busktrk, Ky. 
Jones, Joseph Eldon, AAS 
Fla twoods, Ky . 
Jones, Loos N., AB 
Hardshell, Ky . 
Jones, Nancy Louise, AMED 
Millstone, Ky. 
Jones, Patty C., AMED 
Oema, Ky. 
Jones, Plummer Mason, 111, AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Jones, Scott, 111, MA 
Lou1sv1lle, Ky. 
Jones, Sharon Gay, AAB 
Jackhorn, Ky. 
Jones, Stephen Eldon, BS 
Cynthiana, Ky. 
Jones, Wilha m Francis, AB 
Mt. Sterlong, Ky. 
Jordan, Carl R ., AA 
Alexandria, Ky. 
Jordan, Cynthia Ann, AAB 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky . 
Justice. Carolyn Jean, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Kaeltn, Joseph L., Jr., AB 
Babylon, N.Y. 
Kamer, Clara Ruth, AMED 
Ouoncv. Ky. 
Karibe, Horosht, MHE 
Yokosuko, Japan 
Karns. Cynthia Ann, AB 
Kettering, Ohio 
Kaufman, Dwayne Jay, BS 
McDonald, Pa. 
Kazee, Theresa Ellen R,ce, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Keefe, Brian, J ., AB 
East Meadow, N.Y. 
Kees, Jaa:iuel,n Ann, AB 
Alexandria, Ky 
Keeton , Michael, AB 
Louisa, Ky. 
Keith, Vock, Lynn, BS 
Carrollton. Ky. 
Keller, Susan Lee, AAS 
Bellevue, Ky. 
Kellough, Marilyn Jeannette, AB 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Kelly, Karen Ann , BS 
Columbus, Ohio 
Kennard, Gary Neil, AMED 
Melbourne, Fla. 
Kennedy, John James, AB 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky. 
Kidd, Paul Oouglas, BS 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Ktlbreth, Allene Kamer, AMED 
Garrison. Ky. 
Kilpatrick, Marque Eugene, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Kimble, Charles Patrick , AB 
Manchester, Ohio 
Kinder, Gerri Geraldine, AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Kong, Charlotte Faye Curry, AAS 
Wheelwright, Ky. 
Kinman, Debra Lynn, AB 
Florence, Ky. 
Kinnaird, Jane Bond, Jr., BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Kirk, Everett L., AB 
Lovely, Ky. 
Kitchen, Randy Wayne, SBA 
Naples, Ky. 
Klaber, Carol Sandy, AMED 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Knack, Gary Chester, BBA 
Campton, Ky. 
Knipp, Jerri Lynn, AB 
Olive Holl, Ky. 
Kohls, Gary Wayne, AB 
Alexandria, Ky. 
Kopp, Charles Frederick, MBA 
Ashland, Ky. 
Kozma, Paul Bernard, BS 
Milltown, N.J. 
Kuhlwein, Michael Richard, BBA 
Ripley, Ohio 
Kurtz, John Raymond, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Lacey, Joyce Ann, AMED 
Butler, Ky. 
Lacy, Joan Elaine, AAS 
White Oak, Ky. 
Ladd, David Ernest, AMED 
Cromona, Ky. 
Lalley, Mary Kathryn, AMED 
Augusta, Ky. 
Lambert, Alice Mae, AB 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Lambert, Billy Duane, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Land, James, F., BS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Lane, Drew Evans, BBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Lane, Mark Edgar. AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Larrick, Denis Mitchell, BME 
Fairborn, Ohio 
Larrigan, Rebecca Judith, AB 
South Shore, Ky. 
Leibee. Bonnie Irene, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
LeMaster, Link B .• MACE 
Paintsville, Ky. 
LeMaster, Vera Jane VanHoose. MACE 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Leo, Donna Christine, AB 
Bricktown, N.J. 
Leonard, Robert Kenneth, AB 
Milford, Ohio 
Leonard, Walter Martin, AB 
Parsippany, N.J. 
Leslie, David Richard, MS 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Lester, Abner H., MS 
Chesapeake, Ohio 
Lester, Debra Lynn, BSW 
Ewing, Ky. 
Letton, Patricia Dorton. AB 
Carlisle, Ky. 
Lewis, Barbara Louise, AB 
Wheelwright, Ky. 
Lewis, Phillip, AB 
Chappell, Ky. 
Liles, Donald Andrew, AMED 
Greenup, Ky. 
Lin, Stephen Houng Tze, BME 
Louisville, Ky. 
Lisee, Nancy Carol, AAB 
Fairfield, Ohio 
Little, Albert, Jr,, AB 
Talbert, Ky. 
Little, Marionette Johnson, AMED 
Myra, Ky. 
Little, Ronald Edward, MA 
Fort Payne, Ala. 
Littleton, David Grant, AMED 
Grayson, Ky. 
Litton, George D., AB 
Bradenton, Fla. 
Lord, James Frederick, Jr., AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Lother, Barbara Lyn, AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Love, Joyce Franklin, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Lowder, Edwin Dorset, AB 
South Shore, Ky. 
Lowe, Michael John , BUS 
Falls Church, Va. 
Luckett, Kenneth Byron, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Lust, Robert Lee, BME 
Bucyrus, Ohio 
Lyden, Donna Frances, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Lykins, Janet Elaine, AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Lynch, Anna Jayane Blair, AMED 
Jeremiah, Ky. 
Lynch, Patrick Joseph, AMED 
Scituate, Mass. 
Lyons, Theresa Hope Crawford, BS 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Macy, Madeline Jan, BME 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Maddox, Jenny Varney, BME 
Matewan, W. Va. 
Magee, Terry Neil, BME 
Covington , Ky. 
Maggard, Ida Mae Adams, AB 
Greenup, Ky. 
Maggard, Judy Lynn, BS 
Springfield, Ohio 
Manley, Daniel Bruce, BS 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Manley, Daniel Clifton, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Manley, Leah Diane, AAB 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Manley, Sharon Fay, BME 
West Union, Ohio 
Mann, Beverly Kim, AAA 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Mann, Sharon Shultz, AAB 
Olympia, Ky. 
Marcum, Janet Godsey, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Marsh, Karen Ann, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Martin, Arlene Rose, AB 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Martin, Bonnie Rae, AB 
Salt Lick, Ky. 
Martin, Glennis Gay, AB 
Carrollton, Ky. 
Martin, Joyce Ann, AAS 
Grayson, Ky. 
Martin, Patsy Ann, BS 
Jeffersonville, Ky. 
Mason, Saundra Jeanne, AB 
Blanchester, 0 hio 
Massie, Ira Evan, 11, AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Masters, Nancy Kegley, AMED 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Mathews, Thomas Anderson, AB 
Erlanger, Ky. 
Matney, Brenda S. Kimbler, BS 
Elkhorn City, Ky . 
Mattingly, Linda, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Maud, Marilyn Gustin, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Maujean, Janine Marie, AAS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Maxwell, Richard Lynn, BME 
Springfield, Ohio 
May, Johnda Ruth, BS 
Ashland, Ky. 
May, Sherrel Marie, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Mayes, Emma Darlene Stamper, BS 
Booneville, Ky. 
Maynard, Judy Bartley, AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Mays, Nancy Vansant, AB 
Sandy Hook, Ky. 
McAfee, Doris Kathryn, BME 
Russellville, Ky. 
McAlpin, George Keith, AB 
Owingsville, Ky. 
McCann, Beverly Ann, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
McCardwell, Michael James, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
McCord, Bruce Murray, BBA 
Louisville, Ky. 
McDavid, Jennifer Scott, AMED 
Grayson, Ky. 
McDavid, Steven M., AMED 
Grayson, Ky. 
McFarland, Deborah Lynn, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
McGown, Barbara Ann, BS 
North Salem, Ind. 
McGraw, Susan Elizabeth, AB 
Independence, Ky. 
McGuire, Dwight David, AB 
Maloneton, Ky. 
McIntosh, Carl Wayne, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Mel ntosh, Virginia Lynne, AB 
Winchester, Ky. 
McKenzie, James 0., AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
McLain, David Kenton, BUS 
Morehead, Ky. 
McLouth, Peter Marshall, AB 
Elizabeth, N.J. 
McMillian, Cynthia Ellen, BS 
Walton, Ky. 
McNabb, Bertie Catherine Barber, AB 
Salt Lick, Ky. 
McNabb, Linda Ellen, AAS 
Salt Lick, Ky. 
McRoberts, Glenn,s R., BS 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Meade, Vivian Bradford. AMED 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Meece, Joan McGuire, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Melvin, James Henry, Jr., MS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Meranda, Connie Rae, AB 
Columbus, Ohio 
Merchant, Van Edward, AAS 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Merry, Robert Edwin , BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Meyer, Patsy Jo, BS 
Covington, Ky . 
Meyer , Richard Arthur, AB 
Skillman, N.J. 
Michaels, David John, AAS 
Portage, Pa. 
Miller, David C., BUS 
Marion, Ohio 
Miller, Jean Ann, AAB 
Dayton, Ohio 
Miller, Keith Joseph, BS 
Dayton, Ky. 
Miller, Loyce Jo Garrett, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Miller, Michael Glenn, BS 
York, Ky. 
Miller, Phillip Wray, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Minix, Barbara Jo, BSW 
Winamac, Ind. 
Minix, Brenda N., BUS 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Mitchell, Gary Lane, AB 
Ulvah, Ky. 
Mollett, Linda Bowling, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Moneyhon, Cathleen Farnen, BME 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Moneyhon, Mark Alan, BS 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Montgomery, Daryl Wayne, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Moore, Charles David , AB 
Inez, Ky. 
Moore, Effie Renee, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Moore, Gerald C., BUS 
East McDowell, Ky. 
Moore, Howard Wilburn, MS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Moore, Larry Wayne, BBA 
Covington, Ky. 
Moore, Mary Anc1lla, AB 
Whick, Ky. 
Moore, Pamela Randolph, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Morgan, David A., AB 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Moms, Danny Roger, BBA 
Raceland, Ky. 
Morris, James Robert, BS 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
Morris, Margarette Ann, AMED 
Huddy, Ky. 
Morton, Cynthia Jean, AB 
Washington C.H., Ohio 
Mowery, Clifford Scott. BS 
Oak Hill, Ohio 
Moyer, John Edward, BBA 
Brookville, Ohio 
Mueller, Diane Renee, AAS 
Calvert City, Ky. 
Mullins, Howard Eugene, BBA 
Ashland, Ky. 
Mullins, Patricia Ann, BS 
Jeffersonville, Ky. 
Mullins, Trina Dawn Bays, BS 
Wurtland, Ky. 
Murphy, Jeff .R ., BS 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Murray, Judith Ann, AAS 
West L,berty, Ky. 
Myers, Mark Kent, BS 
Dayton, Ky. 
Myers, Robert A., BME 
Dover, Ky. 
Nass, Sheila Faye, AAS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Neace, William Patrick, AB 
Florence, Ky. 
Neff, Roger Lee, BS 
New Carlisle, Ohio 
Neibert , Ma rgie L., BME 
Davenport, Iowa 
Nelson, Londa Kay, AMED 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Newma n, Virginia Lee, AB 
Columbus, Ohio 
Newsome, Freddie, MBA 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Nichols, Nancy Kay, AB 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 
Nickell , William Lynn, Jr., AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Niday, Robin Lynn, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Nixon, Robert A., BME 
Greenville, Ohio 
Noble, Christ ine Hamilton, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Noble, Kenne th, BSW 
Jackson, Ky. 
Noel, Rebecca, AB 
Raceland, Ky. 
Noll, John Thornton, BS 
Sout hgate, Ky. 
Norris. Martha Hamson, MHE 
Ashland, Ky. 
Norvell, Alice Jean, MM 
Corbin, Ky. 
Nutter, Susan Sparks , MS 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Oaks, De nnis, AB 
Guage, Ky. 
O' Bryant, Michae l, AMED 
Mason, Ohio 
Ottutt, Pauletta Jeanenne, AB 
Sellersburg, Ind. 
Ogawa, Shuichi, BS 
Tokyo, Japan 
Ogden, Gregory Ross, BUS 
Maysville, Ky. 
Oliver, Beverly Lou, AB 
Ashland. Ky. 
Oliver, Judith Phillips, BME 
Morehead , Ky. 
Oliver, Wallace L., AB 
Hazard, Ky. 
Osborn, Wendella Karon, AB 
Flat Gap, Ky. 
Osborne, Helen Ruth, AB 
Frenchburg, Ky. 
Osborne, Jeanne Slocum, MS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Oskins, Rachel Marie, AB 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Ossenbeck , Linda Ann, AAS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Overholser, Sondra Lee, AB 
Greenville, Ohio 
Owens, Anita G., AB 
Independence, Ky. 
Pack, Beverly Louise, BME 
Louisa, Ky. 
Page, Elizabeth S ., AB 
Canoe, Ky. 
Page, Norman Gale, AAS 
Jenkins, Ky. 
Pallas, Chris George, BS 
Poughkeepsie, N.V. 
Pardoe, Janice G., BS 
Columbia, Md. 
Park, Jack l., BS 
Ash land, Ky. 
Parke, Patricia R., MA 
Ashland, Ky. 
Parks, Barry Jay, AB 
Austin, Ind. 
Parry, Regina Sue, AB 
Newport, Ky. 
Patrick, Paula Susan, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Patton, Clarence William, AB 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Paxton, Ma,jorie Kay, AB 
Clarksville, Ohio 
Payne, Delmore Thomas, BUS 
Maysville, Ky. 
Peacock, James Richard, AB 
Owensboro, Ky. 
Peake, Clarence Caesar, BUS 
Fleming, Ky. 
Pearson, Janet Enscoe, MACE 
Olympia, Ky. 
Peck, Kirk Anthony, AB 
Pomeroyton, Ky. 
Peck, Patricia Eastin, MACE 
Stanton, Ky. 
Pennington, William Vaughn, AB 
Sandy Hook, Ky. 
Perkins, Daniel Foster, AAS 
Owenton, Ky. 
Perrine, Kathryn T ., BS 
Morehead , Ky. 
Perry, Charles Allen, MA 
Tollesboro , Ky. 
Perry, Christine R. Ankrom, BS 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Perry, Donna Lynn. AMED 
Maysville, Ky. 
Perry, Go rdon, AAS 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Perry, John Anderson, BME 
Princeton, Ky. 
Perry, John Michael, AB 
Louisa, Ky. 
Perry, Rose Wells, BS 
Louisa, Ky. 
Petway, Margaret Elaine, BUS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Ph,11,ps, Alan James, AB 
Rochester, N.V. 
Phillips, Jo Carla, MS 
Ol ive Hill, Ky. 
Phillips, Stephen Forrest , AB 
Feds Creek, Ky. 
Pickett, Evidean Wiley, MACE 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Pierce, Jane Anne. AB 
Satellite Beach, Fla. 
Pleasant, Wilnetta Barnes, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Plummer, Alfie Louis, BS 
Walton, Ky. 
Poe, Leola Frances, AMED 
Augusta, Ky. 
Pope, Tony M., AMED 
Grayson, Ky. 
Porter, James Andrew, MS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Porter, J a mes Lee, AMED 
Mt. Ste rling, Ky. 
Poweleit, Sherry Lee, BS 
Newport, Ky. 
Powers, Deborah Ann, AB 
Covington, Ky. 
Preston, William Wickliffe, BBA 
Lexington, Ky. 
Prichard, Vicki Sue, AAS 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Priest, Jana Lee, BME 
Marion, Ohio 
Pyle, Roy Lee, BME 
Morehead, Ky. 
Qualls, Donna L., MHE 
Russell. Ky. 
Quillen , Samuel Wiley, Jr., BS 
Neon, Ky. 
Quinn, Patricia Jane, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rabourn, Dexter Arthur, AB 
Lawton, Ky. 
Raisor, Jerry Lee, AB 
Fort Thomas, Ky . 
Ramey, Pauline Barker, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rankin, Daetha J., BBA 
Lexington, Ky . 
Rankin, Deborah Kay Hood, BME 
Lexington, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Kenneth Byron, MA 
Marton, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Londa Bramble, AB 
West Point, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Romona Gail, AB 
Silver Grove, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Sharon Spencer, BUS 
Martin, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Stephan Eugene, AB 
Martin, Ky. 
Ray, Marc Travis, BBA 
Jeffersontown, Ky. 
Ray, Susan Ela ine, AB 
Loyall , Ky. 
Race, Susan Ann, AAS 
Russell, Ky. 
Redmon, Pamela Orwin, AB 
Some;set, Ky. 
Redmon, Thomas Frank, AB 
Bloomfield, Ky. 
Reece, Beegie Dale, AMED 
Mouth Card, Ky. 
Reed, Estill, Jr., MBA 
Betsy Layne, Ky. 
Reed, Rudy, BS 
Elsie, Ky. 
Reeves, Deena Webster, AMED 
Ashland , Ky . 
Reising, Harriet Ann, AAS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Reveal , Wayne Leslie, AB 
Williamsburg, Ohio 
Revell, Michele B., AB 
Cold Spring, Ky. 
Reynolds, Linda DeBord, BS 
Olive Holl, Ky. 
Reynolds, Lynda Lou, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rhoads, Sandra Kay, AAS 
Valley Station, Ky. 
Rice, John , G., MACE 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Rice, Michael Wade, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rice, Sa muel M., BS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Rice, Wanda Lee, AB 
Louisa, Ky. 
Richards, Cynthia Ann, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Richards, Steven Charles, BBA 
Westwood , N.J . 
Richards, Thomas A., AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Richardson, R. Bruce, BME 
Glendale, Ky. 
Richenburg, Linda Marie, AB 
Campbellsville, Ky. 
Ridley, Riccardo Andre, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Riffe, Sharon, AB 
Willard, Ky. 
Riggs, Chris Wayne, BUS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Rinker, Mark Alan. AB 
Springfield , Ohio 
Rinker, Sherry Richardson, BS 
Trotwood, Ohio 
Roark, Richard A., AB 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Roberts, William Michael, AB 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Robinson, Doris A., AMED 
Langley, Ky. 
Rock, William Charles, AB 
Pasadena, Md. 
Roe, James Harlan, AB 
Radcliff, Ky. 
Roe, Jo Ella, MA 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Rogers, Juanita Morton, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Rogel'S, Lindy Brian, AB 
Mt. Gilead , Ohio 
Rogers, Michael Ray , AB 
Somerset, Ky. 
Root, Judith Ann, AAS 
Millersport, Ohio 
Root , Leslyn Ann, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Rose, Evelyn Brown, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rose, James D., MACE 
Ashland, Ky. 
Ro se, Phyllis S .. AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Rose, Rebecca Lynn , AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Rosenhotfer, Anne Wills, AB 
Loyall, Ky. 
Ross, Deborah Lynne, AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Ross, Hildegard Clarke, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Rossi, Ronald Anthony, MA 
Brownwood, Tex. 
Roush, Ruthlane Fannin, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rowe, Bessie Jean, AB 
Fritz, Ky. 
Ruark, Darryl Lee, BS 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Rudd, Orbin, Jr., AMED 
Lee City, Ky. 
Ruf, Bernard Michael , AMED 
Augusta, Ky. 
Russell, Donald Ferrell, AB 
Lou1sv1lle. Ky. 
Russell, Roger Dale. MS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Russell, Thomas Lee, AB 
Lou1sv1lle, Ky . 
Ryan, Sharron, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Rymer, Paula Yvonne, BS 
Ashland. Ky. 
Sabie, Ahmed, MS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Salyer, Oscar Edward Corky, Ill, AB 
Raceland, Ky. 
Salyer, Pamela Anderson, AAB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Salyers, Brenda Barnett, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Salyers, James Allen, AMED 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Salyers, Linda Taylor, AB 
Campton, Ky. 
Salyers, Marie Potter, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Sammons, Dallas Fay, BME 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Sammons, Danny Ray, BS 
Valley Station, Ky. 
Sander, Kathy Ann, BS 
Ft. Mitchell , Ky. 
Sandrock, Robert Ashley, BUS 
Calhoun, Ga. 
Saunders, Dale H., AB 
Gallipolis. Ohio 
Saunders, Thomas Allen, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Schaefer, Carolyn Ann, AAS 
Elizabethtown, Ky. 
Schaetzke, David Lowell, AB 
Toledo, Ohio 
Schafer, Samuel Henry, MA 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Schmutzler, Mark Harvey, MACE 
Wausau, Wis. 
Schroer, Sue Ann, AB 
Batavia, Ohio 
Scott, Gary Bruce, BBA 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Scott, Jeffrey Alan, AB 
Covington, Va. 
Scott, Sandra Sue, AB 
Norwood, Ohio 
Seay, Gail Maujean, AB 
Hopkinsville, Ky. 
Seay, Mark Allan, BME 
Tipp City, Ohio 
Seay, William Herman, Jr., AB 
Hopkinsville, Ky. 
Seibert, Gary Wayne, BS 
C1ncinnat1, Ohio 
Sewell, John Dudley, BBA 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Sexton, Michael Owen, AB 
Morehead , Ky. 
Shackelford, Howard K., MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Shackelford, Phyllis Gabbard, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Shackelford, Sandra Dehart, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Sharp, Patricia Jean Moore, MA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Shelby, Edmund Gerald, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Shelley, Pamela Sexton, BS 
Johns Run, Ky. 
Shelton, Richard Allen, BS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Shepherd, Charlotte, AMED 
Brooksville, Ky. 
Shepherd, Loretta Bailey, AMED 
Hueysv1lle, Ky . 
Shepherd, Marcella Combs, AMED 
Garrett, Ky. 
Sheppard, Michael Gibbs, AB 
Florence, Ky. 
Short, Hazel Merritt, MS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Short, Nancy Ellen, AB 
Topmost, Ky. 
Shoulders, Michael Deland, BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Shrout. Janet Norris, AAS 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Silvey, Anthony Wayne, AB 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Simpson, Julia Ann, AB 
Coal Grove, Ohio 
Sizemore, Charles Ronald, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Sizemore, Virginia Lee, AB 
Hyden, Ky. 
Slade, Kay Katherine, AB 
Cynthiana, Ky. 
Sloas, Debra Ann, BS 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Slone, Donald Ray, AMEO 
Pippa Passes, Ky. 
Slone, Elizabeth Anne Applegate, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Slone, Has, Jr., BS 
Catlettsburg, Ky . 
Small, Donna Jean, BS 
LOUISVille, Ky. 
Smith, Berry Lee, BBA 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Smith. Bonnie Lynn, AB 
Xenia, Ohio 
Smith, Clara Elizabeth, BBA 
Lou1sv1lle, Ky. 
Smith, Jeanne Burke, BUS 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Smith, Lois M., AB 
Phelps, Ky. 
Smith, Sherry Earlene, BBA 
Tribbey, Ky. 
Smith, Shirley Jane, AB 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Smith, William Ernest, AB 
Troy, Ohio 
Snedegar, Dorothy Clemmons, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Snider, Dennis Eugene, BBA 
Dayton. Ohio 
Songer, David Alton, AB 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Soper, Jeannie Lynn, AB 
Millersburg, Ky. 
Southwood, Ina Hudson, AB 
Hardshell, Ky. 
Sowards, Sharon Gail, BSW 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Sparaco, Margaret Rose, AMED 
Dayton, Ohio 
Sparks, Debra Ann, AAB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Sparks, Rick Allen, BUS 
Deane, Ky. 
Sparks, Thomas Norton, BS 
Mt. Olivet, Ky. 
Spaulding, Douglas Allen, BS 
Demossville. Ky. 
Spell, William D., BBA 
Deland, Fla. 
Spiller, Kathleen Diane, AB 
Bethel , Ohio 
Stacy, Vivian Ruth, AMED 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Staggs, Deborah L., BS 
Foster, Ky. 
Stamper, Debra Lee. BSW 
Flatwoods, Ky . 
Standafer, Lillie, AB 
Tribbey, Ky. 
Stapleton, Donna Sue, AAS 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 
Staton, Pamela Jane, BS 
Ironton, Ohio 
Steed, Mary Grace, AMED 
Bellefontaine, Ohio 
Steiner, Charles T .• AB 
Sprtngf,eld, Ohio 
Stephens, Debra Jo, AB 
Dayton. Ohio 
Stepp, Brenda Kay, BS 
Lovely, Ky . 
Stevens, Teresa Holbrook, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Stewart, Gary E., SBA 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 
Stewart, Gary Stephen, BS 
Rockhouse, Ky. 
Stewart, Hansfred, SBA 
Milford, Ohio 
Stewart, Onzelle Gene, AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Stewart, Sallie Ellen, BS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Stewart, Terry Wayne, MS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Stigall, Robin Ann, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Stirna, Thomas J ., AB 
Monessen, Pa. 
Stinson, Lois, AB 
Morehead , Ky. 
Stivers, Patricia Smith, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Stivers, Roy Wayne, MACE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Stoll, Stephen Alan, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Strati!, Sandra Mardis, MA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Stre,tenberger, George Jay, BME 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Studebaker, Sara Susanna, AB 
Tipp City, Ohio 
Stull, Carolyn Sue, AMED 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Stull, Lou Ann, BME 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Stull. Wilma Dianne, BS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Stumbo, Annice Lee, AAS 
Harold, Ky. 
Sturdevan, David Wayne, MA 
Lexington, Ky. 
Sullivan, Lorraine, BS 
Pinsonfork, Ky. 
Sullivan, Mary Jane, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Surber, James, M., MA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Swartz, Pamela Kay, SSW 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Sweazy, Alice L., AAS 
Winchester. Ky. 
Swiger, Herbert Keith, BBA 
Ivel, Ky. 
Swinford, Gregory Keith, AAS 
Cynthiana. Ky. 
Tabor, Bill W., BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Tabor, Diane Hall, AMED 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Tackett, Lillian Sue, AB 
Guage, Ky. 
Tackett, Thomas M., AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Tam, Kit-Chi, SSW 
Hong Kong 
Tapp, Elizabeth L., MACE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Tarter, Kaye Lynn, BS 
Nancy, Ky. 
Taylor, Audrey Pearl, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Taylor, Beverly Sue, AAB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Taylor, Wilma Combs, AB 
Hazard, Ky. 
Terry, Sally Diane, AB 
Turkey, Ky. 
Terry, Thomas J., AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Thacker, Chester Ray, AB 
Huddy, Ky. 
Thomas, Cynthia M., AB 
Corbin, Ky . 
Thomas, Gerald Dwight, MACE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Thomas, Robert Jerome, MS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Thomas, Ronald, MA 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Thompson, Deborah Kay, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Thompson, Ross W •• Ill , BSA 
Lexington, Ky. 
Thornbury, Cecil Brice, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Tilley, Celeste Johnson, BS 
Neon, Ky. 
Todd, Pamela Elizabeth, AB 
Madisonville, Ky. 
Towater, Ronnie A., BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Tram, Thomas James, II, BBA 
Seville, Ohio 
Trent, David, AB 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
TruSty, Elmer Gerald, BUS 
West Liberty. Ky. 
TruSty, Karen Haberman, MACE 
Lexington, Ky. 
Tucker, Donna Yonts, AMED 
McRoberts, Ky. 
Turner, Darlene Faye, AB 
Springfield, Ohio 
Turner. Larry Michael, AB 
Martin, Ky. 
Turner, Michael Eugene, AB 
Jackson, Ohio 
Turner, Terri Jean, AAB 
Jackson. Ohio 
Turner, Wava Eileen, AMED 
Garrett, Ky. 
Tush, Mason Lee, Jr., MBA 
Louisville, Ky. 
Tussey, Jean Annette, AB 
Richmond , Ky. 
Tuttle, Dolly Fields, AB 
Hazard, Ky. 
Tyree, Elaine, MACE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Tyree, Michael A., BS 
Frenchburg, Ky. 
Underwood, Frieda Liles, AMED 
Garrison, Ky. 
Vance, David Michael, AB 
Englewood, Ohio 
Vance, Harold, AMED 
Neon, Ky. 
Vandivier, Danny Keith, BS 
Harrodsburg, Ky. 
Vandivier, Sally Elaine, AB 
Springboro, Ohio 
VanHoose, Deborah Jean, AB 
Tutor Key, Ky. 
VanHoose, John Samuel, MS 
Paintsville, Ky. 
VanHoose, Sandra 0 ., AB 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Vanlandingham, Laura Parker, AAB 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Vanlandingham, Randall Allen, BS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Vencill, Glenn Lee, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Vergne, Roger Thomas, BS 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Vergne, Teresa Ann Craft, AB 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Vest, Asa M., MACE 
West liberty, Ky. 
Vice, John A. , AB 
Ewing, Ky. 
Vice, Karlyn Coatney, BS 
Carlisle, Ky. 
Vincent, Karen Elizabeth, BS 
Grayson, Ky. 
Waddell, Doris Jean, MA 
Ironton, Ohio 
Wagner, Gary Joe, BBA 
Independence, Ky. 
Wallace, Lu Anne, BME 
Louisa, Ky. 
Wallace, Preston L., AAS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Wallace, Rikki Shiela, AMED 
Dayton, Ohio 
Wallen, Donald Michael, BS 
Williamsport, Ky. 
Waller, Michael Wayne, BM 
Mt. Washington, Ky. 
Walling, Mary Elaine, AB 
Dayton, Ohio 
Walters, Maryanne, AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Walters, Pamela Kay, BME 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Walton, Leah, AB 
Yellow Spring, Ohio 
Wan, Carla Kaye, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Wanamaker, Richard Edward, Jr., AMED 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Ward, Brenda Sue, AB 
Louisa, Ky. 
Ward, Cassie Marie, AB 
Offutt, Ky. 
Ward, Jeffery A., AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Ward, Karen Crane. BS 
Ezel, Ky. 
Warford, Dennis lee, AB 
Lawrenceburg, Ky. 
Watkins, April, AAB 
Beattyville, Ky. 
Weaver, Thomas Stepp, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Webb, Dana Vaughn, AB 
Seaman, Ohio 
Webb, Mildred Dupuy, AMED 
Russell, Ky. 
Webb, Richard M., AAA 
Lexington, Ky. 
Webster, Roberta Louise, MA 
Butler, Ky . 
Weddington, Diana Louise, AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Weeks. Linda Sullivan, AB 
Bardstown, Ky. 
Welch, Jim Wayne, AB 
Louisville, Ky . 
Wellman, Ronald, BBA 
Morehead, Ky . 
Wells, James Ray, AB 
Morehead. Ky. 
Wells, James Warren, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Wells, Michael Ray, BS 
Greenup, Ky. 
Welsh, Judith Ellen, AB 
Derwood, Md. 
Welsh, Pamela Jane, AB 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
Wendel, Barry Eugene, AAB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Wendling, JeffreyJ., AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Wenning, Mark Henry, BS 
Greensburg, Ind. 
Wetherell, Marilyn, AB 
Canal Winchester, Ohio 
Whaley, Debra Jeanne, AB 
Waverly, Ohio 
Whitaker, Herbert Loyd, AB 
East Point, Ky. 
White, Kenneth Leo, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
White, Pauline Moore, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
White, Peggy Lynn, AB 
Perryville, Ky. 
Whitt, Fredrick Lane, AB 
Xenia, Ohio 
Whitt, Helen L., AMED 
Ashland, Ky . 
Wieseman, Mary Jean, AAB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Wiglesworth, Bill, MACE 
Cynthiana, Ky. 
Wilbert, Chester Orr, Jr., AB 
Louisville, Ky . 
Wilkins, James L. , AMED 
Maysville, Ky. 
Wilkins, Regina Rigg, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Willenbrink, Robert Henry, Jr., AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Willhelm, David Joseph, BS 
Cedar Grove, Ind. 
Williams, Alma Rae, AB 
Bays, Ky. 
Williams, Charlene Blevins, AMED 
Louisa, Ky. 
Williams, Dennis Ray, AAS 
Wilmington, Ohio 
Williams, Gyles E., MACE 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Williams, Jerry Darvis, AB 
Mayking, Ky. 
Williams, John Claude, AB 
Sandy Hook, Ky. 
Williams, Judith Ellen, AAS 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Williams, Madeleine Osborne, BS 
West liberty, Ky. 
Williams, Mazie Rose, AB 
Bays, Ky. 
Williams, Michael Leslie, BS 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Williams, Mona Penelope, AB 
Pomeroy, Ohio 
Williams, Noel Gene, AAS 
Red Fox, Ky. 
Williams, Olivia Katherine Thompson, 
MACE 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Williams, Sheila Laverne, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Willoughby, Karen, Lynn, AB 
Jeffersonville, Ky. 
Wills, Deanna Evelyn, AB 
Trotwood, Ohio 
Wilson, Angela Kathleen, AB 
Perryville, Ky. 
Wilson, Beth Ann, AAB 
Greenfield, Ohio 
Wilson, Nancy R., AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Wilson, Patsy Davis, AB 
Morehead, Ky . 
Wilson, Philip Bruce, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Wilson, Sandra Lee, AAS 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Winks, Shanna Horne, AB 
Springfield, Ohio 
Wise, Dorita Coblentz, MA 
Le,<ington, Ky. 
Wiseman, Melanie Jane, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Wiwi, Dennis Jerome, BS 
Harrison, Ind. 
Wolfe, Larry Joseph, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Wolfinbarger, Linda J., BS 
Beattyville, Ky. 
Wood, David Allen, BBA 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Wood, Mark Edwin, BME 
Jeffersontown, Ky. 
Woodard, Yvonne Bentley, AMED 
Greenup, Ky. 
Woodring, Sharon Kay, BME 
Louisville, Ky. 
Woodrow, David Allen, AB 
Elliottville, Ky. 
Woods, Larry Rolland, BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Wright, James William, AB 
Eminence, Ky. 
Wyckoff, Susan, AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Yatsko, George Bernard, BME 
Bobtown, Pa. 
Yonts, Jerry W., BSW 
Hazard, Ky. 




AAB-Associate of Applied Business 
AAA- Associate of Applied Arts 
AA- Associate of A rts 
AAS- Associate of Applied Science 
AS- Associate of Science 
BACHELOR'S DEGREES 
AB- Bachelor of Arts 
BBA- Bachelor of Business Administration 
BM- Bachelor of Music 
BME- Bachelor of Music Education 
BS- Bachelor of Science 
BUS-Bachelor of Universiry Studies 
BSW-Bachelor of Social Welfare 
MASTER'S DEGREES 
AMED- Master of Arcs in Education 
MM-Master of Music 
MACE-Master of Arts in Adult and Continuing Education 
MS-Master of Science 
MHE- Master of Higher Education 
MA - Master of Arts 
MBA-Master of Business Administration 
MBE-Master of Business Education 
SPECIALIST DEGREE 
EDS- Education Specialise 
Michael Dennis Acord 
Lynn Marie Boberg 
Fred Warren Brown. Jr. 
Paul Stewart Caudill 
Richard Lee Dickison 
Linda White Duvall 
Michael Douglas Duvall 
Audrey A. Farmer 
Theresa Ann Fetter 
Patrick Lewis Gampp 
PARTICIPANTS IN ACADEMIC HONORS PROGRAM 
Mary Lynn Greenhill 
Jo Ann Hoffman 
Stanley Thomas Hoskin 
Bernadine Sue Howell 
Cathryn R. Hurst 
Jenifer Kathryn Jacoby 
Debra Lynn Kinman 
Michael Richard Kuhlwein 
Alice Mae Lambert 
Robert Lee Lust 
Janet Godsey Marcum 
Pamela Randolph Moore 
Robert A . Myers 
Rose Wells Perry 
Sharon Spencer R atchff 
Michele B. Revell 
Rebecca Lynn Rose 
Deborah Lynne Ross 
Mark Allan Seay 
Bonnie Lynn Smith 
Kathleen Diane Spiller 
Lois Stinson 
Kit-Chi Tam 
Jean Annette Tussey 
Danny Keith Vandivier 
Maryanne Walters 
Peggy Lynn White 
David Joseph Willhelm 
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY 
Stuart Thomas Blevins 
Philip Eugene Butts 
Jerry Lee Duncan 
Michael Leslie Freeman 
Robert Wesley Hancock 
James T erry Harmon 
Michae l Lee Harrell 
John Anthony Hinton 
James Franklin Ishmael 
Joseph L. Kaelin, Jr. 
Academic Costumes 
Edwin Dorsal Lowder 
James Harlan Roe 
Has Slone. Jr. 
The wearing of academic costumes is a custom that goes back to the Middle Ages. Since the early 
European and English universities were founded by the church. the students and teachers were required to 
wear distinctive gowns at all times. Although the custom was brought to this country in Colonial days, the 
requirement for students was soon dropped. The custom for professors was confined to special occasions 
such as graduating exercises and inaugurat1011s of new presidents. With the increase in the number of 
educational institutions and the development of new subject-matter fields, some confusion arose 1n time 
about the type of gown and the specific color to denote various degrees. To introduce desirable uniformity 
and set up a clearing house for new developments, a commission representing leading American colleges 
produced The Intercollegiate Code in 1895. In 1932, a national committee of the American Counci l on 
Education revised this Code into The Academic Costume Code. It was revised in 1959. Although not 
obligatory, most of the educational institutions in the country follow it in awarding their degrees, earned 
and honorary. 
The most significant part of the academic dress is the hood. The color of its velvet border indicates the 
academic field, and it is lined with the color or colors of the institution granting the degree. The hoods of 
those receiving a Master of Arts or an honorary degree of Doctor of Letters have those same color 
indications, but each successively higher degree carries w ith it a longer hood. The doctoral hood also has 
side panels on the back. 
Although most doctoral gowns are black, with black velvet bars and panels, in some cases the color ot the 
gown is that of the university conferring the degree. All such gowns have black bars and panels. 
Academic fields may also be indicated by the color of velvet on the doctoral gowns: three two-inch bars 
on the sleeves and a five-inch border extending from the back of the neck down the two sides in front. For 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy the color 1s dark b lue; for Doctor of Medicine, green; for Doctor of 
Education, light blue; for Doctor of Science, golden yellow. These colors also appear in the velvet of the 
hood unless the hood represents an honorary degree. The Doctor of Laws has purple velvet. The Doctor of 
Humanities is white, as is the Doctor of Letters. The Doctor of Public Administration has a hood with velvet 
in pale aqua. 
Caps are black. Tassels are usually black for Bachelor's and Master's degrees, gold for doctorates. Gowns 
for Bachelor's and Master's degrees are plain black, but sleeves of the latter are short with trailing "elbows." 
Doctoral gowns of European universities are usually very colorful. The caps are often ot some soft material 
hke velvet and are ordinarily not of the conventional mortar-board shape. Several examples may be seen in 
the University Faculty: 
Arts, Letters, Humanities-white 
Commerce, Accountancy, Business-drab 
Education- light blue 
Engineering-orange 






Physical Education-sage green 




Library Science- lemon A R C H f V E .:> Veterinary Science- gray 
:Jol!r n f' •·nd n Li lJmry 
Morcl1t.:Jd, l(y 40351 
Morehead State University 
Fifty-Second 
Annual Commencement 
Friday, May Ninth 
Nineteen Hundred Seventy-five 
Program 
Processional: "Procession of Nobles" from M/ada, by Rimsky-Korsakov Symphony Band 
Robert Hawkins, Conductor 
Invocation 
"Battle Hymn of the Republic" (Arr. by Wilhousky) 
Presentation of Honorary Doctor's Degrees 
Constantine W. Curris, Murray, Kentucky 
John E. Horner, Hanover, Indiana 
Mahlon A. Miller, Barbourville, Kentucky 
Ted Greene 
Minister, First Free Will Baptist Church 
Concert Choir and Symphony Band 
James Ross Beane conducting 
Chester C. Travelstead, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Commencement Address " Excellence: A Goal of Many Dimensions" 
Presentation of Graduating Class 
Conferring of Degrees 
Presentation of Diplomas 
Chester C. Travelstead 
Academic Vice President, University of New Mexico 
Paul Ford Davis 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Adron Doran 
President 
Gene W. Scholes 
Dean, Undergraduate Programs 
John R. Duncan 
Dean, Graduate Programs 
(Names of Graduates to be read by John R. Duncan and William B. Pierce, Dean of Institutional Services) 
Charles Ward, Dean Johnson E. Duncan, Dean 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology School of Humanities 
Richard P. Baxter, Dean Charles A. Payne, Dean 
School of Business and Economics School of Sciences and Mathematics 
James H. Powell, Dean Roscoe H. Playforth, Dean 
School of Education School of Social Sciences 
Benediction Ted Greene 
Recessional : "Prelude to Die Meistersinger," excerpts, by Wagner Symphony Band 
Recipients of Honorary Doctor's Degrees 
CONSTANTINE W. CURR IS 
Doctor of Laws 
MAHLON A . MILLER 
Doctor of Laws 
JOHN E. HORNER 
Doctor of Letters 
CHESTER C. TRAVELSTEAD 
Doctor of Humanities 
Abbey, Carol Smith, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Abell, R1tta Radley, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Abeln, John Edward , AB 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
Abernathy, Pamela Jean, BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Abner, James Randall, MBA 
Lost Creek, Ky. 
Abner, Susan Caudill, BSW 
Morehead , Ky. 
Acoordano, Barbara Lynn, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Ackert, Cheri Northcutt, AB 
Morning View, Ky. 
Acord, Michael Dennis, BME 
Ashland, Ky. 
Adams, Brenda Diane, BS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Adamu, Mohammed, BBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Adkins, Bonnie Annas, BUS 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Adkins, Carla Jean, AB 
Grayson, Ky. 
Adkins, David Lee, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Akers, George T., BBA 
Pilgrim, Ky. 
Allen, Amelia Lee, MACE 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Allen, Charlotte Jo, MBA 
Salyersv, lie, Ky. 
Allyn, Ralph L., SSW 
Leburn, Ky. 
Altenburger, Mark, BBA 
Lakeland, Fla. 
Altizer, Gary Lee, BS 
Patriot, Ohio 
Alvey, James Irwin, MBA 
Ashland, Ky. 
Amburgey, Larry Wayne, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Amoozegar, Paulette Erickson, AB 
Hammond, Ind. 
Anderson, Deborah Lynn, AAS 
Elkhorn Caty, Ky. 
Anderson, Garnett Delenna, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Anderson, Howard Eugene, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Anderson, Nellie Moore, BS 
Stanton, Ky. 
Anderson, Timothy Harold , BS 
Sardinia, Ohio 
Anderson, Vernitta Jurich, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Applegate, Edward Cray, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Archer, George Preston, V, BBA 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Archer, Vicky Chandler, MA 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Armstrong, Debra Kay Prater, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Armstrong, Thomas Allen, AB 
Wilmington, Ohio 
Arnett, Donnie, AB 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Candidates for Degrees 
Arnett, June, AAS 
Fredv1 lle, Ky. 
Arnett, Landa Sue, AB 
Foraker, Ky. 
Arnett, Robert Bruner, AB 
Edna, Ky. 
Arrasmith, Patricia Hopkins, BS 
Independence, Ky. 
Asher, Brenda Kay, AB 
Letcher, Ky. 
Ashley , Carmelita Bentley, AB 
Mallia, Ky. 
Bacha, Ralph Lawrence, BME 
McKeesport, Pa. 
Bailey, Sylvia W., AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Bailey, Wada Marion, MACE 
Keaton, Ky. 
Baker, Shirley Stamey, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Baker, Tommy Eugena, AB 
Greenup, Ky. 
Ball, Julia Ann, BS 
Mansfield, Ohio 
Ballard, John Caleb, MS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Barbee, Candice Louise, AB 
Sciotov,lle, Ohio 
Barber, Elaine C., AB 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Barker, Ava Katherine, AMED 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Barker, Detta Frances, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Barnard, Michael Haynes, AB 
Mt. Starling, Ky. 
Barnett, Barbara, AB 
Portsmouth, Ky. 
Barnett, Brenda Joyce, AB 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Barnett, Malvery Pearl, AB 
Vancleve, Ky. 
Barnett, Myron David, BS 
Hillsboro, Ky. 
Baron, Jennifer Slough, AB 
Findlay, Ohio 
Baughman, William Marshall, BSW 
Danville, Ky. 
Baxter, Gregory William, BUS 
Southgate, Ky. 
Bayes, James E., BUS 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Beam, Richard K., MA 
Paris, Ky. 
Bedinger, Jerry Clifton, AAA 
Danville, Ky. 
Belcher, Lois Raynolds, AMED 
Dorton, Ky. 
Bentley, Norman Ray, AB 
East McDowell, Ky. 
Bentley, Pamela S., BSW 
Coal Grove, Ohio 
Bentley, Robert William, BS 
Ironton, Ohio 
Benton, Joseph Carter, AB 
Caney, Ky. 
Benton, Sharon Henry, AMED 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Bercaw, Sharon Ann, BSW 
Troy, Ohio 
Berry, Stephen Charles, AB 
Franklin, Ohio 
Bavard, Samuel Lee, MHE 
Maysville, Ky. 
Beverly, Michael Warren, BME 
Wise, Va. 
Bevins, Juanita S .• AMED 
Phyllis, Ky. 
Bewley, W. Richard, BBA 
Elizabethtown, Ky. 
Bierae, Richard Thomas, AB 
Hampton, Va. 
Birdwhistell, Kathy Davis, AB 
Lawrenceburg, Ky. 
Bissmayer, Bruce Douglas, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Black, Emma Edgerton, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Blackburn, Edith Ruth, AMED 
Belfry, Ky. 
Blackburn, Gillian Lynn, MA 
Cold Spring, Ky. 
Blackburn, Lavonna, AMED 
Phyllis, Ky. 
Blackwell, James Steven, BS 
Highland Hgts, Ky. 
Blafield, Glenn Roger, AB 
Pleasant Valley, N. Y. 
Blair, Gary Edward, BS 
Riceville, Ky. 
Blair, Janet Sue, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Blair, Ronnie Gane, MS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Blair, Rudell, AB 
Jeremiah, Ky. 
Blanchard, Gerald David , MA 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Blankenbeckler, Bert R. , AAS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Blankenship, Joe Paul, AMED 
Frenchburg, Ky. 
Blankenship, Mary Holt, AAB 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Blevins, Judith Lynn, AB 
Rising Sun, Md. 
Blevans, Stuart Thomas, BS 
Phelps, Ky. 
Blevans, Thomas Farrell, AAS 
Cherokee, Ky. 
Boberg, Lynn Marie, AB 
Dayton, Ky. 
Bolt, Susan Elizabeth, AAB 
Waverly, Ohio 
Bonnell, Kenneth Lee, BME 
St. Clairsville, Ohio 
Booker, Artimese, AAS 
Hardy, Ky . 
Booth, David Carlisle, MACE 
Russell, Ky. 
Booth, Karen Elaine, AMED 
Beauty, Ky. 
Border, Machelle Elaina, AB 
Plymouth, Ohio 
Borders, Charles Ray, BS 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Box, Judy Elizabeth, AAB 
Cynthiana, Ky. 
Boyle, Jeffrey Mark, AAS 
Clearwater, Fla. 
Brammell, Leonard Edward, MBA 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Brawner, Roy Alexander, Jr., AB 
Hialeah, Fla. 
Brewer, Brenda Evalea, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Brawer, Elaina H., AAB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Brock, Susan Morgan, AMED 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Brown, Dorothy Elaine Combs, MBE 
Frenchburg, Ky. 
Brown, Edward Eugene, BBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Brown. Forrest C., AB 
Clearfield, Ky . 
Brown, Fred Warren, Jr., AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Brown, Richard Cart, BS 
Mt. Gilead, Ohio 
Brown. Robert Franklin, AB 
Erlanger, Ky. 
Brown, Valaria Jean, AB 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Browning, John Marquette, AMED 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Brubaker, John Edward, BS 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Buck, Christina Leigh, AB 
Ellicott City, Md. 
Buffat , Cynthia Ann, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Burchett, Jolita S., AB 
Sitka. Ky. 
Burkart, Jean Claire, AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Burke, Valeria Annetta, AB 
Mentor, Ohio 
Burk1ch, Jennifer, AB 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Burns, Claudia K. Collins, MA 
Sidney, Ohio 
Burto n, Ro na ld Marsha ll, AAS 
Oak Hill, Ohio 
Bush, Alma Ann, AMED 
Augusta, Ky. 
Butche r, David Newsome, AB 
Meally, Ky. 
Butcher, Lexie Arlena. BS 
Maally, Ky. 
Butts, Philip Eugene, BS 
New Madison, Ohio 
Byrd, Joyce Carol, AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Byrd, Robert Elwood, 11 , MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Caldwell, Linda, AB 
South Williamson, Ky. 
Calvert, Jerrold Wolfford, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Campbell, Kenneth Ray, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Campbell, Linda S. Combs, BS 
Hazard, Ky. 
Canafax, Joyce Lynn, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Cantrell, Ruth Stafford, AB 
Wurtland, Ky. 
Carroll, Dianna M ., BS 
Lexington , Ky. 
Carter, Larry Arnold, BS 
South Pomt, Ohio 
Carter. Malcolm, AB 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Caskey, Judy Kiscaden, AB 
Mayslick, Ky. 
Castle, Thomas Ray, AB 
Paintsville, Ky . 
Castle, Willinda B .• AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Caudill, Connie Lynn. MA 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Caudill, Debra Leigh, AB 
Winchester, Ky. 
Caudill, Donald E., BS 
Grayson, Ky. 
Caudill, Joyce Ann, AB 
Letcher. Ky. 
Caudill, Patricia Lynn, AB 
Falcon, Ky. 
Caudill, Paul Stewart, AB 
Morehead, Ky . 
Caudill , Vaughn Edward, MBA 
Grayson, Ky. 
Cecil, Joseph Clay, BBA 
Hazel Green. Ky. 
Chadwick, Julia Marie, AAA 
Xenia, Ohio 
Chaltas, David Philip, AB 
Jeremiah, Ky. 
Chalupa, Phyllis Cline, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Chandler, Dennis Tillman, AB 
Cold Spring, Ky. 
Chandler, Robert Bryant, AB 
Shelbyville, Ky. 
Cheap, William J., AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Childress, Juanita F., AMED 
Mouth Card, Ky. 
Christian, Belinda Eastham, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Christian, Sara Ann. BME 
Chardon, Ohio 
Chugg , Melva Darlene, BME 
Winchester , Ky. 
Clark, Judy Bea, AMED 
Grayson, Ky. 
Clark, Mark Hamilton, AB 
Bellevue, Ky. 
Clark, Randall Howard, BME 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Clark, Thomas Allan. AB 
Glendale, Ky. 
Clarke, William Rees, Jr., BBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Clayton, Connie Haley, AMED 
Brooksville, Ky. 
Clevenger, Virginia Barnett, AB 
Hitchins, Ky. 
Click, Curtis, AMED 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Cline, Edsel Neil, BS 
White Oak, Ky. 
Cline. Judy Ann, AB 
Lowmansville, Ky. 
Cline, Madonna Sue, BUS 
Debord , Ky. 
Clutter, Geary Howard, BUS 
Steubenville, Ohio 
Cole, Vanessa Ann, AB 
Hardy, Ky. 
Coleman, Dona Renee, BUS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Coleman, Donald Joe, AMED 
Lookout, Ky. 
Coleman, Donna Elmo, AB 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Coleman, Goldie E., AMED 
Lookout, Ky. 
Coleman, Margarette K .. AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Coleman, Teresa Louise, AB 
Pileville, Ky. 
Collier, Lyvonne Kay Martin, AMED 
Democrat, Ky. 
Collins, Catherine Ann, AB 
Burlington, Ky. 
Collins, Jackie Karen, AB 
Jenkins, Ky. 
Collins. Kayrene, AMED 
Maysville, Ky. 
Collins, Lmda Shatter, AB 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Combs, Daniel R. , BBA 
South Shore, Ky. 
Combs, Dottie Lou, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Combs, Glenna Faye, AB 
Lebum, Ky. 
Combs, Judith Ann, AB 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Combs, Margaret Thorpe, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Combs, Michael Lee, AB 
Booneville, Ky. 
Comley, Bill Henry, BUS 
Irvine, Ky. 
Conley, Brenda Gail, AB 
Hindman, Ky. 
Conley, Cynthia Lynn, BS 
Oreland, Pa. 
Conley, Gary Edsel, BUS 
Estill, Ky. 
Conyers, Virginia, BUS 
Hamilton, Ohio 
Cook, Barbara Ann, AMED 
Dry Creek, Ky . 
Cook, Leland James, AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Cook, Susan Dohn, AAS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Cook, Vickie Lynn, MM 
Jeffersontown, Ky. 
Cooper, Constance Marie. AB 
Columbus, Ohio 
Cooper, Terri Ruth, AAS 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Corbin, Cynthia Diane, AB 
Heath, Ohio 
Cornett, Peggy Morrow, MHE 
Clearfield, Ky. 
Cornette, Cheryl Elisabeth, AB 
Mccombs, Ky. 
Corwin, Karen Jane, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Couch, Alma Jean, AB 
Jackson. Ky. 
Couch, Ollie, AB 
Letcher, Ky. 
Courson , Cynthia Ann, AB 
San Antonio, Tex. 
Couvdos, Kathryn Leona, BSW 
Akron, Ohio 
Coyle, Linda DeHarte, AMED 
Morehead, Ky . 
Crabtree, Constance Elaine, AB 
Lexington, Ky . 
Crabtree, Jerry Lynn, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Craft, Drema Bailey, BS 
Greenup, Ky. 
Craft, Linda Kay , AAS 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Craft, Linna M., AMED 
Greenup, Ky. 
Craft, Nancy Carol, AB 
Florence, Ky. 
Crager, James Buford, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Crawford, Bill R., AB 
Valley Station, Ky. 
Crawford, James M .• BS 
Portsmouth, Ohio 
Crigger, Charles Edward, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Curtis, Sheryl Ann, AAS 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Cusick, Anthony W .• BME 
Bardstown, Ky. 
Dahl , Terrybeth, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Dailey, William L., BUS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Damron, Bill G .• AAS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Damron, Lenore, AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Daniel, David Lee, BBA 
Jettersonville, Ky. 
Daniel, Eugene, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Daniels, Lafe, BUS 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Danner, Deborah Anne. BME 
Morehead, Ky. 
Danner. James Noah, 111 , BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Davis. Constance Jo, AB 
Thurman, Ohio 
Davis. Darryl Charles, BME 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
Davis. Drexel Reed, Jr., AB 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Davis, James Thomas, BS 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Davis, Kerry Trent, BME 
Hopkins, S .C. 
Davis, Madesta S .• AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Davis, Mary Suzanne, AAS 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Davis, Pamela Diane Osborn, AB 
Mariba, Ky. 
Davis, Scarlett Elaine, BS 
Index, Ky. 
Davis, Stephen Wayne, BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Day, Celia Roe, AB 
West Liberty, Ky . 
Deal, Maria Susan, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Dean, Brenda Kaye, AAB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Dean, Julia Eva Applegate, MACE 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Dean, Russell Cass. Jr .• MH E 
Morehead, Ky. 
Deaton, Gary Russell , AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
deBourbon, Frank, BUS 
Patterson, N. Y. 
DeKorte, Donald Bruce, AB 
Springfield, Pa. 
OeMaris, Carla Owens, BS 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Derifield, George Phillip, MBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Deskins, Brenda Kay, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
OeVault, Polly Jo, AB 
Marietta, Ohio 
Dials, Rita Thompson, BS 
Hillsboro, Ky. 
Dickerscheid, Dennis Wayne, BME 
Hamilton, Ohio 
Dickison, Nelle Walters, AMED 
Ashland , Ky. 
Dickison, Richard Lee, BS 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Diehl, Ronald Dennis, AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Diener. Jansen Craig, BS 
Lambertville, Mich. 
Dixon, Peggy Lynn, AAS 
Waverly, Ohio 
Doggett, Janice Lee, AAS 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Do money, John Nelson, AB 
Pompton Plains, N.J. 
Doseck, Glenn Franklin, AAB 
Celina, Ohio 
Dotson, Sheila. AAB 
Phelps, Ky. 
Douglas, F. Jean, AMED 
Russell, Ky. 
Dove, Danny Lee, MACE 
Ashland, Ky. 
Dowdy, Donald Gregory, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Dragoo, Julie Denise, AB 
Springfield, Ohio 
Dreihaus, Donna Ann, AB 
Ft. Thomas. Ky. 
Duncan, Gail Ann, AAB 
Midway, Ky. 
Duncan. Jerry Lee, BS 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Duncan, Roger Dale. BS 
Farmers, Ky. 
Duncan, Treved1a Lynn, AB 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Dunn, Deborah Ellen. AAB 
Versailles, Ky. 
Dunn, Sheridan McOale, AB 
Burgin, Ky. 
Duvall, Betty Ruth, AMED 
Little Sandy, Ky. 
Duvall, Linda White, BBA 
Florence, Ky. 
Duvall , Michael Douglas, BBA 
Florence, Ky. 
Dye, William James, AB 
Inez, Ky. 
Oyer, Diane, AB 
Wheelersburg, Ohio 
Dyer, Hazel Gordon, AB 
Ashland, Ky 
Dyer, Judy, AMED 
Salyersville, Ky 
Easterday, Dann,e Dean, AB 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Eden, Claude Wesley, BS 
Olive Holl, Ky 
Egnor, Cheryl Lynn, AB 
St. Albans, W. Va. 
Eichner, Mary Kathleen, BS 
Kettering, Oh,o 
Elam, Robert Lynne, MACE 
Williamsport, Ky. 
Elkins, Melvin Douglas, MS 
Bronson, Moch 
Emmons, Jerry W., AB 
Hillsboro, Ky. 
Emmons, Martha. AB 
Wallingford, Ky 
Engle, Maroa G .• BUS 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Ensor. Terry Lee. MM 
Mt. Sterlong, Ky. 
Erwin, Mildred Charlene, AB 
Garrison, Ky 
Eskew, Donald Ira, BUS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Evans, Dav,d Gene, AB 
Franklin, Oh,o 
Evans, Jacquehne F. BUS 
Weeksbury, Ky. 
Evans, Larry S. BUS 
Malone, Ky 
Evans, Norma Lee, AB 
Cinconnato, 01110 
Eversole, Lynn AB 
Vicco, Ky. 
Eyster. Marion Bronch Fischer, MACE 
Morehead, Ky 
Fa,g, Thomas All.sn, BS 
Conconnat,, Ot ,o 
Fairchild. Janooo Lyndell, BSW 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Falcone, Valentino James, AMED 
Potomac, Md 
Fannin, Carla Jane. AB 
Morehead I( 
Farley, Rosem AB 
South Shore ~y. 
Farmer, Audrey"·· BSA 
Bowen, Ky. 
Fader, Joyce Rose, AB 
DeMossvolle, K~ 
Felker, David John, MBA 
Kettering, Oh -
Felty, George Ra dall, BS 
Grayson, Ky 
Felty, Sandra Ferr,-e, AMED 
Ashland, Ky 
Ferguson, Argus Paul, MACE 
Keaton, Ky. 
Ferguson, Cecil Delmas, AB 
Morehead, Ky 
Ferguson, O,ana Lynn, AAS 
Wrigley, Ky 
Ferguson, Kermott Eugene, BSW 
Morehead, Ky 
Ferguson, Lowell AAS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Ferguson, Nancy Lynne, AB 
Grassy Creek, Ky. 
Ferriel, Ronald Glenn, BS 
Mt. Orab, Ohio 
Fetter, Theresa Ann, AB 
Louosv,lle, Ky. 
Fields, Edward Harold, AB 
Hazard, Ky. 
Fields, Katherine, AB 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Finch, Katharine Durell , BS 
Downers Grove . Ill. 
Fone, Jeffrey C., SSW 
West Molton, Oh,o 
Fischer, Joseph Wilham, AB 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky. 
Flaugher, Mae Jo Hedgecock, AMED 
Brooksv,lle, Ky. 
Flecha, Anthony J., Jr., BS 
Morehead, Ky 
Fleshman, H. Ann Barker, AB 
Londonderry, Ohio 
Fletcher, Colleen Conway, AMED 
P,kev,lle, Ky. 
F !etcher, Curtis Lee, AB 
Wurtland, Ky. 
Flonn, Carol Elaine, MA 
St. Charles, Mo. 
Flowers, Karen Gwen, AB 
Lou1sv1lle, Ky. 
Fogle, James Gordon, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Foley, Glenn Russell, BBA 
Mt. Sterhng, Ky. 
Forbes. D,ana K., AB 
South Shore, Ky. 
Ford, Marilynn Jo, AB 
Somerset. Ky. 
Foulkes. Claudia Jane, AAS 
Lou,svolle, Ky. 
Fo><, Kathryn Metcalfe, AB 
Harlan. Ky 
Fo><. Nancy Ann, AAS 
Louosvolle, Ky. 
Fox, Richard Lynn, BS 
Harlan, Ky. 
Frazier, Charles Christopher, AB 
Cedar Knolls, N.J. 
Freeman, Michael Leslie, SBA 
Salv,sa, Ky 
Fugate, Jerry Lynn, BS 
Grassy Creek, Ky. 
Fulk, Gerald Lamon, AB 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Games, Dudley George, Jr., AB 
Versailles, Ky. 
Gallion, Shannon Ray, BS 
Jenkins, Ky. 
Galusha, Marie Antoinette, AB 
Bendersville, Pa. 
Gampp, Michael Lee, MBE 
Sc,otov,lle, Oh,o 
Gampp, Patrick Lewis, BS 
Sciotovolle, Oh,o 
Gardner, Delbert Ross, Jr., BM 
Donora. Pa 
Gardner, Michael Howard, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Gatewood, J,11 Ann, AAS 
Crown City, Oh,o 
Gay, Buster, AMED 
Jackson, Ky. 
Gayheart, Erma Jean, AB 
Leburn, Ky. 
Gayheart, Leo, BS 
Hindman, Ky. 
Gaylor, Gary Vernon, BSA 
Silver Sprong, Md. 
Gaylor, Pamela Wolf, BME 
Mason, Oh,o 
George, Stephen Darden, BBA 
West Jefferson, Oh,o 
George, W,11,am Gene, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Gibson, Gary Kenneth, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Gibson, Wilma Evelyn, MS 
Sandy Hook, Ky. 
Gilbert, M,chael Barnes, BS 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Goll, Susan Allee, AB 
Lily, Ky. 
Gilmore, John W., AB 
Conconnat,, Oh 10 
Gilmore, Nancy Schroeder, AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Gleason, Lois Ann Keobler, AB 
Maloneton. Ky. 
Goad, Patsy Pitchford, AB 
Grayson, Ky. 
Goodman. Paul H, AMED 
Vorg,e, Ky . 
Gore, Jerry Allen. MHE 
Maysville, Ky. 
Gorton, Richard Vaughn, AB 
Fayetteville. N.Y. 
Greathouse, Alvin Paul, AB 
Georgetown, Ky. 
Greene, Lynda S .• AB 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Greene. William Cody, Ill, BS 
Sandy Hook, Ky. 
Greenhill, Mary Lynn, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Greenhill, Phihp Victor, MHE 
O1,ve Holl, Ky. 
Greening, Deborah Perdue, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Griffith, Karen Clemons, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Griffith, Marsha Ann, BME 
Greenup, Ky. 
Groffoth, Michael W., BBA 
Jackson . Ky. 
Griffith, Michael Webb, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Gross, Arthur, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Gross, Joseph Brent, AB 
Hazard. Ky. 
Gross, Rodney Thornton, 111, SBA 
Grayson, Ky. 
Grubb, Candace Anne. AB 
Ironton, Oh,o 
Guess, Rossella, BS 
Gulf Breeze, Fla. 
Gu,ler, Davtd Scon, BS 
Athens, Oh,o 
Guoler, Glenda Stanfield, AAS 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Gullett, Ronald Dexter, AMED 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Gullion, Anthony E., BS 
Waverly, Ohio 
Gumm, Benny Eugene, AAS 
Vincent, Ky. 
Halasek. Erma Meyers, AB 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Halbleob, Richard Caorl, AB 
Valley Station, Ky. 
Hale, Donald Robert, AB 
Canal Winchester, Oh,o 
Hall, Carl Douglas, MACE 
Banner, Ky. 
Hall, Carolyn Sue, BS 
Morehead, Ky . 
Hall, Donald Wayne, AB 
Hall, Ky. 
Hall , Geronda L., BS 
Deane. Ky. 
Hall, Londa Jacobs, AB 
Larkslane, Ky. 
Hall, Roy Francis, MACE 
Grayson, Ky. 
Hall, Tommy Lowell, AB 
Pippa Passes, Ky. 
Hall, Willma Jean, AB 
Hall, Ky. 
Hallama, Patricia Dean, BS 
V,enna, Va. 
Hamilton, Debbie Wells, BUS 
Carrollton, Ky. 
Ham,lton, Krista Lynn, BS 
Alexandria, Ohio 
Hammond Brenda Gail, AB 
Salyersville. Ky. 
Hammond, Danna Ruth, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Hammond, Frankhn Hughes, Jr., BS 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Hampton, Londa Jo Addington, AMED 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Hancock, Robert Wesley, AB 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky. 
Handshoe, Phillip, AMED 
Hueysville, Ky. 
Haney. Gary Joseph, AAS 
Inez, Ky. 
Haney, John A., AMED 
Inez, Ky. 
Haney, Mary Hardin, AMED 
Inez, Ky. 
Hanshaw, Billy Paul G., BSA 
Louisa, Ky. 
Hanshaw, Bonn,e Carter, AAS 
Louisa, Ky. 
Hargis. Deborrah Jane, AB 
Morehead, Ky 
Harmon, James Terry, BS 
Grove Coty, Oh,o 
Harney, Ruth Ann, BS 
Cynthiana, Ky. 
Harney, William L., AAS 
Cynthiana, Ky. 
Harprong, Catherone Rita, SBA 
Batesville, Ind. 
Harrell, Michael Lee, SBA 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 
Harris, Cathie Madge, MA 
Olove Hill, Ky. 
Hams, Olen Daniel, BBA 
Hamersville, Ohio 
Harst,ne. Gerald E .• BS 
Akron, Ohio 
Harwood, Sara Krostine, AAS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Hasenstab, Linda Sue, BS 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Haugabook , Janice Renee, AB 
Lou1sv1lle, Ky. 
Hayes, Sharon Ailiff. BS 
Williamson, W. VA. 
Haynes, Teresa Michelle, AB 
San Duigo, Calif. 
Hays, Leland Laye, BS 
Jackson, Ky. 
Heizman, Christian Charles, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Henderson, Jack Wylie, Jr. , BS 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Herald, Barbara Kaye Moore, AB 
Whick, Ky . 
Herald , Linda R., AB 
Haddix, Ky. 
Hickman, William Edward, AAS 
Paris, Ky. 
Hicks, Betty Jo Francis, MHE 
Winchester, Ky. 
Hieneman, Curtis, L., AMED 
Greenup, Ky. 
Higgins, Reuben Brent, BSA 
Coal Grove, Ohio 
Hill, Creighton L., BS 
Ashland. Ky. 
Hill, Jackie D., AB 
West liberty, Ky. 
Hillard , David Alan, MBA 
Clarksville, Ohio 
Hillman , Donald Gray, II, BUS 
Louisa. Ky. 
Hines, Marjorie Wentz, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Hinkle, Bonnie Jean, AB 
Milo, Ky. 
Hinton, John Anthony, BS 
Falmouth, Ky . 
Hinton, Jud, Ann , AB 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Hoerst,ng, Steven Robert, AB 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
Hoffman, Gregory S., BME 
Independence, Ky . 
Hoffman, Jo Ann, BME 
Independence, Ky. 
Hoffman, Ph1l1p J ., MBA 
Ashland, Ky. 
Hogg, Sandra D., AMED 
Neon, Ky. 
Hohnecke r, Laura Coletta. MA 
Huntington, W. VA. 
Holbrook, Chester W ., BUS 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Holbrook, Edwin Dean, AMED 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Holcomb, Ronald Lee, AMED 
Isom, Ky. 
Hollingsworth , Darrell Keith, AB 
Clarksville, Ohio 
Holtzapfel, Sandra Lynn, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Hopkins, Gary Lynn, BS 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Hopkins, Joyce Kaye Sparks, BS 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Hord, Wilham Dale, AB 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Horn, Truman Glenn, AMED 
Inez, Ky. 
Horton , Joseph H.;BUS 
Burnside, Ky. 
Hoskin , Stanley Thomas, BME 
Ashland, Ky. 
Hossain, Nezhad Ha,dar. BS 
Morehead. Ky . 
Howard , Barbara Jo Abner, AAB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Howard. Loos Marie, AB 
Jackson. Ky. 
Howard , Pamela Dawn, BME 
Greenville, Oh,o 
Howard, Sandra Gay, AB 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Howard , Susan, BSW 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Howe, J acque lyn Blaine, AB 
Hillsboro, Ky. 
Howell, Bernadine Sue, AAS 
Garrison. Ky. 
Howell , Bernice Deloise, AMED 
More head, Ky. 
Howland, John S .. AB 
Cinconnat,. Ohio 
Huckleberry, Thomas Charles, MA 
Irvine, Ky. 
Hudson, Betty Martha, AB 
Jackson, Ky . 
Hudson, Burley Ray, AB 
J ackson, Ky. 
Hudson, Larry Dean. AAS 
Amburgey, Ky. 
Huff, Deborah Lynnette, BS 
London, Ky. 
Huff, Sandra Lynne, BS 
Russellville, Ohio 
Huffaker, William Michael, MS 
Flemingsburg, Ky . 
Hughes, Judith Osenton, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Hughes, Linda Kaye, BS 
Springfield, Ohio 
Humphrey, Jane Louise, AB 
Ironton. Ohio 
Hunsucker, Wendell E .• BBA 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
Hunt, Aledia Jo, BS 
Grundy, Va. 
Hunt. Gary Mason, AB 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Hunt. John Fred, AMED 
Belfry, Ky. 
Hunt. Lillian Phillips, AMED 
Feds Creek , Ky. 
Hunter, Margaret Josephine, AMED 
Ashland, Ky . 
Hupp, Sara Stephens, MA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Hurand. Paula Lee, AB 
Steubenville. Ohio 
Hurst, Anne Kendall, MA 
Carlisle, Pa . 
Hurst, Cathryn R ., AB 
Louisville, Ky . 
Hurt, Glenn Edward, BBA 
Danville, Ky. 
Hurt, Patricia Bangert, AMED 
Danville, Ky. 
Hutcherson, Patricia C., BME 
Bardstown, Ky. 
Hutter, Patsy 0 ., BS 
Louisville, Ky . 
Hutton. Rebecca Wilson, MACE 
Owenton, Ky . 
Iker, Stephen Paul, AB 
Erlanger, Ky. 
Irvine, George Frederick, AB 
Albion, N.Y. 
Isaac, James Odell, AB 
Flat Fort, Ky. 
Isaacs, Louise McCall, BS 
London, Ky. 
Isaacs, Walter Jay, BS 
Grayson, Ky. 
Ishmael, James Franklin, BS 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Ison, Sandra Hensley, AB 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Jackson, Cecil Lynn, MHE 
Ada, Ohio 
Jackson, Denny Carroll, AB 
Milton , Ky . 
Jacoby . Jenifer Kathryn, AB 
Hamilton, Ohio 
James, Carol Lynn, BSW 
Germantown, Ohio 
Jarv is, Thomas A., BUS 
Berea , Oh,o 
Jett, Lois Gross, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Johnson, Anna Louise, AAS 
Ary, Ky. 
Johnson, Arch Wilham, Jr. , AB 
Booneville, Ky. 
Johnson, Beulah Willis, AMEO 
South Willia mson, Ky. 
Johnson, Charles Henry, MS 
Grayson, Ky. 
Johnson, Deborah Leah, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Johnson, Deborah Lynn, AB 
Morehead, Ky . 
Johnson. Edith Ritchie, AB 
Clayhole, Ky. 
Johnson, Kenneth Wayne, BS 
Morehead. Ky. 
Johnston, Carolyn L., AA 
Clearfield, Ky. 
Jones, Brenda Gevedon, AB 
Hazel Green, Ky. 
Jones, Debbi Mae, AB 
Columbia, Ky. 
Jones, Gary Clyde, AB 
Midway, Ky. 
Jones, Janet Lynn, BSW 
Pans, Ky. 
Jones, Jimmie Darrell, AMEO 
Buskirk. Ky. 
Jones, Joseph Eldon, AAS 
Flatwoods, Ky . 
Jones, Lois N. , AB 
Hardshell, Ky . 
Jones, Nancy Louise, AMEO 
Millstone, Ky. 
Jones, Patty C., AMED 
Dema, Ky. 
Jones, Plummer Mason, Ill, AB 
Lexington , Ky. 
Jones, Scott, 111 , MA 
Louisville, Ky. 
Jones, Sharon Gay, AAB 
Jackhorn, Ky. 
Jones, Ste phen Eldon , BS 
Cynthiana, Ky . 
Jones, William Francis, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Jordan, Carl R., AA 
Alexandria, Ky. 
Jordan, Cynthia Ann, AAB 
Louisville, Ky . 
Justice, Carolyn Jean, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Kaelin, Joseph L., Jr., AB 
Babylon, N.Y. 
Kamer, Clara Ruth, AMED 
Quincy, Ky . 
Karibe, Hiroshi, MHE 
Yokosuko. Japan 
Karns, Cynthia Ann, AB 
Kettering. Oh,o 
Kaufman. Dwayne Jay, BS 
McDonald, Pa. 
Kazee, Theresa Ellen Rice, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Keefe , Brian, J ., AB 
East Meadow, N.Y. 
Kees, Jacquelin Ann , AB 
Alexandria, Ky. 
Keeton , Michael, AB 
Louisa, Ky . 
Ke,th, Vicki Lynn, BS 
Carrollton, Ky. 
Keller, Susan Lee, AAS 
Bellevue, Ky. 
Ke llough, Marilyn Jeannette, AB 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Kelly, Karen Ann , BS 
Columbus, Ohio 
Kennard, Gary Neil, AMEO 
Melbourne, Fla. 
Kennedy, John James, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Kidd, Paul Douglas, BS 
West liberty, Ky. 
Kilbreth, Allene Kamer, AMED 
Garrison , Ky. 
Kilpatrick, Marque Eugene. BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Kimble, Charles Patrick, AB 
Manchester, Ohio 
Kinder, Gerri Geraldine, AMEO 
Pikeville, Ky. 
King, Charlotte Faye Curry, AAS 
Wheelwright, Ky. 
Kinman, Debra Lynn, AB 
Florence, Ky. 
Kinnaird, Jane Bond, Jr., BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Kirk. Everett L., AB 
Lovely, Ky. 
Kitchen. Randy Wayne, BBA 
Naples, Ky. 
Klaber, Carol Sandy, AMED 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Knack , Gary Chester, BBA 
Campton, Ky. 
Knipp, Jerri Lynn. AB 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Kohls, Gary Wayne, AB 
Alexandria, Ky. 
Kopp, Charles Frederick, MBA 
Ashland, Ky. 
Kozma, Paul Bernard, BS 
Milltown, N.J. 
Kuhlwein, Michael Richard, BBA 
Ripley, Ohio 
Kurtz, John Raymond, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Lacey, Joyce Ann, AMED 
Butler, Ky. 
Lacy, Joan Elaine, AAS 
White Oak, Ky. 
Ladd, David Ernest, AMEO 
Cromona, Ky. 
Lalley, Mary Kathryn, AMED 
Augusta, Ky. 
Lambert, Alice Mae, AB 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Lambert, Billy Duane, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Land, James, F ., BS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Lane, Drew Evans, BBA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Lane, Mark Edgar, AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Larrick, Denis Mitchell, BME 
Fairborn, Ohio 
Larrigan, Rebecca Judith, AB 
South Shore, Ky. 
Leibee, Bonnie Irene, AB 
Catlett5burg, Ky. 
LeMaster, Link B., MACE 
Paintsville, Ky. 
LeMaster, Vera Jane VanHoose, MACE 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Leo, Donna Christine, AB 
Bricktown, N.J. 
Leonard, Robert Kenneth, AB 
Milford, Ohio 
Leonard, Walter Martin, AB 
Parsippany, N.J. 
Leslie, David Richard, MS 
Prestonsburg. Ky. 
Lester, Abner H., MS 
Chesapeake, Ohio 
Lester, Debra Lynn, BSW 
Ewing, Ky. 
Letton, Patricia Dorton, AB 
Carlisle, Ky. 
Lewis, Barbara Louise, AB 
Wheelwright, Ky. 
Lewis, Phillip, AB 
Chappell, Ky. 
Liles, Donald Andrew, AMED 
Greenup, Ky. 
Lin, Stephen Houng Tze, BME 
Louisville, Ky. 
Lisee, Nancy Carol, AAB 
Fairfield, Ohio 
Little, Albert, Jr., AB 
Talbert, Ky. 
Little, Marionette Johnson, AMED 
Myra, Ky. 
Little, Ronald Edward, MA 
Fort Payne, Ala. 
Littleton, David Grant, AMED 
Grayson, Ky. 
Litton, George 0 ., AB 
Bradenton, Fla. 
Lord, James Frederick, Jr., AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Lother, Barbara Lyn, AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Love, Joyce Franklin, BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Lowder, Edwin Dorset, AB 
South Shore, Ky. 
Lowe, Michael John, BUS 
Falls Church, Va. 
Luckett, Kenneth Byron, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Lust, Robert Lee, BME 
Bucyrus, Ohio 
Lyden, Donna Frances, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Lykins, Janet Elaine, AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Lynch, Anna Jayane Blair, AMED 
Jeremiah, Ky. 
Lynch, Patrick Joseph, AMED 
Scituate, Mass. 
Lyons, Theresa Hope Crawford, BS 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Macy, Madeline Jan, BME 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Maddox, Jenny Varney, BME 
Matewan, W. Va. 
Magee, Terry Neil, BME 
Covington, Ky. 
Maggard, Ida Mae Adams, AB 
Greenup, Ky. 
Maggard, Judy Lynn, BS 
Springfield, Ohio 
Manley, Daniel Bruce, BS 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Manley, Daniel Clifton, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Manley, Leah Diane, AAB 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Mantey, Sharon Fay, BME 
West Union, Ohio 
Mann, Beverly Kim, AAA 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Mann, Sharon Shultz, AAB 
Olympia, Ky. 
Marcum, Janet Godsey, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Marsh, Karen Ann, AMED 
A~hland, Ky. 
Martin, Arlene Rose, AB 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Martin, Bonnie Rae, AB 
Salt Lick, Ky. 
Martin, Glennis Gay, AB 
Carrollton, Ky. 
Martin, Joyce Ann, AAS 
Grayson, Ky. 
Martin, Patsy Ann, BS 
Jeffersonville, Ky. 
Mason, Saundra Jeanne, AB 
Blanchester, Ohio 
Massie, Ira Evan, II , AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Masters, Nancy Kegley, AMED 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Mathews, Thomas Anderson, AB 
Erlanger, Ky. 
Matney, Brenda S. Kimbler, BS 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 
Mattingly, Linda, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Maud, Marilyn Gustin, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Maujean, Janine Marie, AAS 
Cinc1nnat1, Ohio 
Maxwell, Richard Lynn, BME 
Springfield, Ohio 
May, Johnda Ruth, BS 
Ashland, Ky. 
May, Sherrel Marie, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Mayes, Emma Darlene Stamper, BS 
Booneville, Ky. 
Maynard, Judy Bartley, AMED 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Mays, Nancy Vansant, AB 
Sandy Hook, Ky. 
McAfee, Doris Kathryn, BME 
Russellville, Ky. 
McAlpin, George Keith, AB 
Owingsville, Ky. 
McCann, Beverly Ann, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
McCardwell, Michael James, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
McCord, Bruce Murray, BBA 
Louisville, Ky. 
McDav1d, Jennifer Scott, AMED 
Grayson, Ky. 
McDavid, Steven M., AMED 
Grayson, Ky. 
McFarland, Deborah Lynn, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
McGown, Barbara Ann, BS 
North Salem, Ind. 
McGraw, Susan Elizabeth, AB 
Independence, Ky. 
McGuire, Dwight David, AB 
Maloneton, Ky. 
Mel ntosh, Carl Wayne, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
McIntosh, Virginia Lynne, AB 
Winchester, Ky. 
McKenzie, James 0 •• AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
McLain, David Kenton, BUS 
Morehead, Ky. 
McLouth, Peter Marshall, AB 
Elizabeth, N.J. 
McMillian, Cynthia Ellen, BS 
Walton, Ky. 
McNabb, Bertie Catherine Barber, AB 
Salt Lick, Ky. 
McNabb, Linda Ellen, AAS 
Salt Lick, Ky. 
McRoberts, Glennis R., BS 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Meade, Vivian Bradford, AMED 
Flemingsburg, Ky. 
Meece, Joan McGuire, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Melvin, James Henry, Jr., MS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Meranda, Connie Rae, AB 
Columbus, Ohio 
Merchant, Van Edward, AAS 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Merry, Robert Edwin, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Meyer, Patsy Jo, BS 
Covington, Ky. 
Meyer, Richard Arthur, AB 
Skillman, N.J. 
Michaels, David John, AAS 
Portage, Pa. 
Miller, David C., BUS 
Marion, Ohio 
Miller, Jean Ann, AAB 
Dayton, Ohio 
Miller, Keith Joseph, BS 
Dayton, Ky. 
Miller, Loyce Jo Garrett, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Miller, Michael Glenn, BS 
York, Ky. 
Miller, Phillip Wray, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Minix, Bafbara Jo, BSW 
Winamac, Ind. 
Minix, Brenda N., BUS 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Mitchell, Gary Lane, AB 
Ulvah, Ky. 
Mollett, Linda Bowling, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Moneyhon, Cathleen Farnan, BME 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Moneyhon, Mark Alan, BS 
Falmouth, Ky. 
Montgomery, Daryl Wayne, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Moore, Charles David, AB 
Inez, Ky. 
Moore, Effie Renee, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Moore, Gerald C., BUS 
East McDowell, Ky. 
Moore, Howard Wilburn, MS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Moore, Larry Wayne, BBA 
Covington, Ky. 
Moore, Mary Ancilla, AB 
Whick, Ky. 
Moore, Pamela Randolph, BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Morgan, David A., AB 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Morris, Danny Roger, BBA 
Raceland, Ky. 
Morris, James Robert, BS 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
Moms, Margarette Ann, AMED 
Huddy, Ky. 
Morton, Cynthia Jean, AB 
Washington C.H., Ohio 
Mowery, Clifford Scott, BS 
Oak Hill, Ohio 
Moyer, John Edward , BBA 
Brookville, Ohio 
Mueller, Diane Renee, AAS 
Calvert City, Ky. 
Mullins, Howard Eugene, BBA 
Ashland, Ky. 
Mullins, Patricia Ann, BS 
Jeffersonville, Ky. 
Mullins, Trina Dawn Bays, BS 
Wurtland, Ky. 
Murphy. Jeff R., BS 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Murray, Judith Ann, AAS 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Myers, Mark Kent, BS 
Dayton, Ky. 
Myers, Robert A., BME 
Dover, Ky. 
Nass, Sheila Faye, AAS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Neace, William Patrick, AB 
Florence, Ky. 
Neff, Roger Lee, BS 
New Carlisle, Ohio 
Neibert, Margie L., BME 
Davenport, Iowa 
Nelson, Linda Kay, AMED 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Newman, Virginia Lee, AB 
Columbus, Ohio 
Newsome, Freddie, MBA 
Pikeville, Ky. 
Nichols, Nancy Kay, AB 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 
Nickell, William Lynn, Jr., AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Niday, Robin Lynn, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Nixon, Robert A ., BME 
Greenville, Ohio 
Noble, Christine Hamilton, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Noble, Kenneth, SSW 
Jackson, Ky. 
Noel, Rebecca, AB 
Raceland, Ky. 
Noll, John Thornton, BS 
Southgate, Ky. 
Norris, Martha Harrison, MHE 
Ashland, Ky. 
Norvell , Alice Jean, MM 
Corbin , Ky. 
Nutter, Susan Sparks , MS 
Salyersville, Ky. 
Oaks, Dennis, AB 
Guage, Ky . 
O'Bryant, Michael, AMED 
Mason, Ohio 
Offutt, Pauletta Jeanenne, AB 
Sellersburg, Ind. 
Ogawa, Shuichi , BS 
Tokyo, Japan 
Ogden, Gregory Ross, BUS 
Maysville, Ky. 
Oliver, Beverly Lou, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Oliver, Judith Phillips, BME 
Morehead , Ky . 
Oliver, Wallace L., AB 
Hazard , Ky. 
Osborn, Wendella Karon, AB 
Flat Gap, Ky. 
Osborne, Helen Ruth , AB 
Frenchburg, Ky. 
Osborne, Jeanne Slocum, MS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Oskins, Rachel Marie, AB 
Flatwoods, Ky . 
Osse nbeck, Linda Ann, AAB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Overholser, Sondra Lee, AB 
Greenville, Ohio 
Owens, Anita G., AB 
Independence, Ky. 
Pack, Beverly Louise, BME 
Louisa, Ky. 
Page, Elizabeth S., AB 
Canoe, Ky. 
Page, Norman Gale, AAS 
Jenkins, Ky. 
Pallas, Chris George, BS 
Poughkeepsie, N.V. 
Pardoe, Janice G., BS 
Columbia, Md. 
Park, Jack l., BS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Parke, Patricia R., MA 
Ashland, Ky. 
Parks, Barry Jay, AB 
Austin, Ind . 
Parry, Regina Sue, AB 
Newport, Ky. 
Patrick, Paula Susan, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Patton, Clarence William, AB 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Paxton, Ma1jorie Kay, AB 
Clarksville, Ohio 
Payne, Delmore Thomas, BUS 
Maysville, Ky. 
Peacock, James Richard , AB 
Owensboro, Ky. 
Peake, Clarence Caesar, BUS 
Fleming, Ky. 
Pearson, Janet Enscoe, MACE 
Olympia, Ky. 
Peck, Kirk Anthony, AB 
Pomeroyton, Ky. 
Peck, Patricia Eastin, MACE 
Stanton, Ky. 
Pennington, William Vaughn, AB 
Sandy Hook, Ky. 
Perkins, Daniel Foster, AAS 
Owenton, Ky. 
Perrine, Kathryn T., BS 
Morehead, Ky . 
Perry, Charles Allen, MA 
Tollesboro, Ky. 
Perry, Christine R. Ankrom, BS 
Prestonsburg, Ky. 
Perry, Donna Lynn, AMED 
Maysville, Ky. 
Perry, Gordon, AAS 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Perry, John Anderson, BME 
Princeton, Ky. 
Perry, John Michael, AB 
Louisa, Ky. 
Perry, Rose Wells, BS 
Louisa, Ky. 
Petway, Margaret Elaine, BUS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Ph1ll1ps, Alan James, AB 
Rochester, N.Y. 
Phillips, Jo Carla, MS 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Phill ips, Stephen Forrest, AB 
Feds Creek, Ky. 
Pickett, Evidean Wiley, MACE 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Pierce, Jane Anne, AB 
Satellite Beach, Fla. 
Pleasant, Wilnetta Barnes, AB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Plummer, Alfie Louis, BS 
Walton, Ky. 
Poe, Leola Frances, AMED 
Augusta, Ky. 
Pope, Tony M., AMEO 
Grayson, Ky. 
Porter, James Andrew, MS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Porter, James Lee, AMED 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Powele1t, Sherry Lee, BS 
Newport, Ky. 
Powers, Deborah Ann, AB 
Covington, Ky. 
Preston, William Wickliffe, BBA 
Lexington, Ky. 
Prichard, Vicki Sue, AAS 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Priest, Jana Lee, BME 
Marion, Ohio 
Pyle, Roy Lee, BME 
Morehead, Ky. 
Qualls, Donna L., MHE 
Russell, Ky. 
Quillen , Samuel Wiley, Jr., BS 
Neon, Ky. 
Quinn, Patricia Jane, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rabourn, Dexter Arthur, AB 
Lawton, Ky. 
Raisor, Jerry Lee, AB 
Fort Thomas, Ky. 
Ramey, Pauline Barker, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rankin, Daetha J., BBA 
Lexington, Ky. 
Rankin, Deborah Kay Hood , BME 
Lexington, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Kenneth Byron, MA 
Martin, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Linda Bramble, AB 
West Point, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Romona Gail, AB 
Silver Grove, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Sharon Spencer, BUS 
Martin, Ky. 
Ratcliff, Stephan Eugene, AB 
Martin, Ky. 
Ray, Marc Travis, BBA 
JeHersontown, Ky. 
Ray, Susan Elaine, AB 
Loyall, Ky. 
Rece, Susan Ann, AAS 
Russell, Ky. 
Redmon, Pamela Orwin, AB 
Some,set, Ky. 
Redmon, Thomas Frank, AB 
Bloomfield, Ky. 
Reece, Beegie Dale, AMED 
Mouth Card, Ky. 
Reed, Estill, Jr., MBA 
Betsy Layne, Ky. 
Reed, Rudy, BS 
Elsie, Ky. 
Reeves, Deena Webster, AMED 
Ashland, Ky . 
Reising, Harriet Ann, AAS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Reveal, Wayne Leslie, AB 
Williamsburg, Ohio 
Revell, Michele B., AB 
Cold Spring, Ky. 
Reynolds, Linda DeBord, BS 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
Reynolds, Lynda Lou, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rhoads, Sandra Kay, AAS 
Valley Station, Ky. 
Rice, John, G ., MACE 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Rice, Michael Wade, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rice, Samuel M., BS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Rice, Wanda Lee, AB 
Louisa, Ky. 
Richards, Cynthia Ann, BS 
Cincinnati, Oh io 
Richards, Steven Charles, BBA 
Westwood , N.J. 
Richards, Thomas A., AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Richardson, R. Bruce, BME 
Glendale, Ky. 
Richenburg, Linda Marie, AB 
Campbellsville, Ky. 
Ridley, Riccardo Andre, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Riffe, Sharon, AB 
Willard, Ky. 
Riggs, Chris Wayne, BUS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Rinker, Mark Alan, AB 
Springfield, Ohio 
Rinker, Sherry Richardson, BS 
Trotwood, Ohio 
Roark, Richard A., AB 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Roberts, William Michael, AB 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Robinson, Doris A. , AMEO 
Langley, Ky. 
Rock, William Charles, AB 
Pasadena, Md. 
Roe, James Harlan, AB 
Radcliff, Ky. 
Roe, Jo Ella, MA 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Rogers, Juanita Morton, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Rogers, Lindy Brian, AB 
Mt. Gilead , Ohio 
Rogers, Michael Ray, AB 
Somerset, Ky. 
Root, Judith Ann, AAS 
Millersport, Ohio 
Root, Leslyn Ann. BS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Rose, Evelyn Brown, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rose, James 0., MACE 
Ashland, Ky. 
Rose, Phyllis S ., AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Rose, Rebecca Lynn , AB 
Lexington, Ky. 
Rosenhotter, Anne Wills, AB 
Loyall , Ky. 
Ross, Deborah Lynne, AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Ross, Hildegard Clarke, AB 
Ashland , Ky. 
Rossi, Ronald Anthony, MA 
Brownwood, Tex. 
Roush, Ruthlane Fannin, BS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rowe, Bessie Jean, AB 
Fritz, Ky. 
Ruark, Darryl Lee, BS 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Rudd, Orbin, Jr., AMED 
Lee City, Ky. 
Ruf, Bernard Michael, AMED 
Augusta, Ky. 
Russell, Donald Ferrell, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Russell, Roger Dale, MS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Russell, Thomas Lee, AB 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky. 
Ryan, Sharron, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Rymer, Paula Yvonne, BS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Sabia, Ahmed, MS 
Lexington, Ky. 
Salyer, Oscar Edward Corky, 111 , AB 
Raceland, Ky. 
Salyer, Pamela Anderson, AAB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Salyers, Brenda Barnett, AB 
Jackson, Ky 
Salyers. James Allen, AMED 
Catlettsburg, Ky 
Salyers, Londa Taylor, AB 
Campton, Ky. 
Salyers, Marie Potter, AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Sammons, Dallas Fay, BME 
Prestonsburg , Ky. 
Sammons, Danny Ray, BS 
Valley Station, Ky. 
Sander, Kathy Ann, BS 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
Sandrock, Robert Ashley, BUS 
Calhoun, Ga. 
Saunders, Dale H., AB 
Gall1pohs, Ohio 
Saunders, Thomas Allen, AB 
Gall,polts, Oh,o 
Schaefer, Carolyn Ann, AAS 
Elizabethtown, Ky. 
Schaetzke, David Lowell, AB 
Toledo, Ohio 
Schafer, Samuel Henry, MA 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Schmutzler, Mark Harvey, MACE 
Wausau, W,s. 
Schroer, Sue Ann, AB 
Batavia, Ohio 
Scott, Gary Bruce, BBA 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Scott, Jeffrey Alan, AB 
Covington, Va. 
Scott, Sandra Sue, AB 
Norwood , Ohio 
Seay, Gaol Maujean, AB 
Hopkinsville, Ky. 
Seay, Mark Allan, BME 
Topp City, Ohio 
Seay, W,11,am Herman, Jr., AB 
Hopkinsville, Ky. 
Seibert, Gary Wayne, BS 
C,nconnatt, Ohio 
Sewell, John Dudley, BBA 
Olive H,11, Ky. 
Sexton, Michael Owen, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Shackelford, Howard K., MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Shackelford, Phyllis Gabbard , AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Shackelford, Sandra Dehart, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Sharp, Patricia Jean Moore, MA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Shelby, Edmund Gerald, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Shelley, Pamela Sexton, BS 
Johns Run, Ky. 
Shelton, Richard Allen, BS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Shepherd, Charlotte, AMED 
Brooksville, Ky. 
Shepherd, Loretta Bailey, AMED 
Hueysvolle, Ky. 
Shepherd, Marcella Combs, AMED 
Garrett, Ky. 
Sheppard, Michael G,bbs, AB 
Florence, Ky. 
Short, Hazel Merritt, MS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Short, Nancy Ellen, AB 
Topmost, Ky. 
Shoulders, Michael Deland, BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Shrout, Janet Norris, AAS 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Silvey, Anthony Wayne, AB 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Simpson, Julia Ann, AB 
Coal Grove, Oh,o 
Sizemore, Charles Ronald , AB 
Lou1sv1lle, Ky. 
Sizemore, Virginia Lee, AB 
Hyden, Ky. 
Slade, Kay Katherine, AB 
Cynthiana, Ky 
Sloas, Debra Ann, BS 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Slone, Donald Ray, AMED 
Poppa Passes, Ky 
Slone. Elizabeth Anne Applegate, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Slone, Has, Jr., BS 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Small, Donna Jean, BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Smith, Berry Lee, BBA 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Smith, Bonnie Lynn, AB 
Xen,a, Ohio 
Smith, Clara Elizabe th, BBA 
Lou,sv,lle, Ky. 
Smith, Jeanne Burke, BUS 
Prestonsburg, Ky . 
Smith, Loos M., AB 
Phelps, Ky. 
Smith, Sherry Earlene, BBA 
Tribbey, Ky . 
Smith, Shirley Jane, AB 
Vanceburg, Ky 
Smnh, William Ernest, AB 
Troy, Ohio 
Snedegar, Dorothy Clemmons, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Snider, Dennis Eugene, BBA 
Dayton, Ohio 
Songer, David Alton, AB 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Soper, Jeannie Lynn , AB 
Millersburg, Ky. 
Southwood, Ina Hudson, AB 
Hardshell, Ky. 
Sowards. Sharon Ga,1, BSW 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Sparaco, Margaret Rose, AMED 
Dayton, Ohio 
Sparks, Debra Ann, AAB 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Sparks, Rick Allen, BUS 
Deane, Ky. 
Sparks, Thomas Norton, BS 
Mt. Olivet, Ky 
Spaulding, Douglas Allen, BS 
Demossv,lle, Ky. 
Spell, William 0 ., BBA 
Deland , Fl a. 
Spiller, Kathleen Doane, AB 
Bethel, Ohto 
Stacy, Vivian Ruth, AMED 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Staggs, Deborah L., BS 
Foster, Ky. 
Stamper, Debra Lee, BSW 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Standafer, Lillie, AB 
Tribbey, Ky. 
Stapleton, Donna Sue, AAS 
Elkhorn Coty, Ky. 
Staton, Pamela Jane, BS 
Ironton, Oh,o 
Steed, Mary Grace, AMED 
Bellefonta,ne, Ohio 
Steiner, Charles T ., AB 
Springfield, Ohio 
Stephens, Debra Jo, AB 
Dayton , Oh,o 
Stepp, Breroda Kay. BS 
Lovely, Ky 
Stevens, Teresa Holbrook, AB 
Ashland, Ky. 
Stewart, Gary E .. BBA 
Elkhorn Coty, Ky. 
Stewart, Gary Stephen, BS 
Rockhouse, Ky. 
Stewart, Hansfred, BBA 
Milford, Oh,o 
Stewart, Onzelle Gene, AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Stewart, Sallie Ellen, BS 
A shland, Ky 
Stewart, Terry Wayne, MS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Stigall, Robin Ann, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Stoma, Thomas J., AB 
Monessen, Pa. 
Stinson, Lois, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Stivers, Patricia Smith, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
Stivers, Roy Wayne, MACE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Stoll, Stephen Alan, BS 
Conc,nnato, Ohio 
Strat,I, Sandra Mardis, MA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Stre,tenberger, George Jay, BME 
Hillsboro. Oh,o 
Studebaker, Sara Susanne, AB 
Tipp City, Ohio 
Stull, Carolyn Sue, AMED 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Stull, Lou Ann, BME 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Stull, Wolma Dianne, BS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Stumbo, Annice Lee, AAS 
Harold, Ky 
Sturdevan, David Wayne, MA 
Lexington, Ky. 
Sullivan, Lorraine, BS 
Pinsonfork, Ky. 
Sullivan, Mary Jane, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Surber, James, M., MA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Swartz, Pamela Kay, BSW 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Sweazy, Alice L., AAS 
Winchester, Ky. 
Swiger, Herbert Ke,th, BBA 
Ivel, Ky. 
Swinford, Gregory Keith, AAB 
Cynthiana, Ky. 
Tabor, B,11 W., BSW 
Morehead, Ky. 
Tabor, Diane Hall, AMED 
Olive Holl, Ky. 
Tackett, Lillian Sue, AB 
Guage, Ky. 
Tackett, Thomas M., AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Tam, Kit-Ch,, BSW 
Hong Kong 
Tapp, Elizabeth L., MACE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Tarter, Kaye Lynn, BS 
Nancy, Ky. 
Taylor, Audrey Pearl, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Taylor, Beverly Sue, AAB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Taylor, Wilma Combs, AB 
Hazard, Ky. 
Terry, Sally Doane, AB 
Turkey, Ky. 
Terry, Thomas J., AB 
Jackson, Ky. 
Thacker, Chester Ray, AB 
Huddy, Ky. 
Thomas, Cynthia M., AB 
Corbin, Ky. 
Thomas, Gerald Dwight, MACE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Thomas, Robert Jerome, MS 
Morehead, Ky. 
Thomas, Ronald, MA 
Fle mingsburg, Ky. 
Thompson, Deborah Kay, AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Thompson, Ross W., Ill , BBA 
Lexongton, Ky. 
Thornbury, Cecil Brice, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Tolley, Celeste Johnson, BS 
Neon, Ky. 
Todd, Pamela Elizabeth, AB 
Madisonville, Ky. 
Towater, Ronnie A. , BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Tram, Thomas James, 11 , BBA 
Seville, Oh,o 
Trent, David, AB 
Whitesburg, Ky. 
Trusty, Elmer Gerald, BUS 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Trusty, Karen Haberman, MACE 
Lexington, Ky. 
Tucker, Donna Yonts, AMED 
McRoberts, Ky. 
Turner, Darlene Faye, AB 
Springfield, Ohio 
Turner, Larry Michael, AB 
Martin, Ky. 
Turner, Michael Eugene, AB 
Jackson, Ohio 
Turner, Terri Jean, AAB 
Jackson, Ohio 
Turner, Wava Eileen, AMED 
Garrett, Ky. 
Tush, Mason Lee, Jr., MBA 
Louisville, Ky . 
Tussey, Jean Annette, AB 
Richmond, Ky. 
Tuttle, Dolly Fields, AB 
Hazard, Ky. 
Ty ree, Elaine, MACE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Tyree, Michael A., BS 
Frenchburg, Ky. 
Underwood, Frieda Liles, AMED 
Garrison, Ky. 
Vance, David Michael, AB 
Englewood, Ohio 
Vance, Harold, AMED 
Neon, Ky. 
Vandivier, Danny Keith, BS 
Harrodsburg, Ky. 
Vandivier, Sally Elaine, AB 
Springboro, Ohio 
VanHoose, Deborah Jean, AB 
Tutor Key, Ky. 
VanHoose, John Samuel, MS 
Paintsville, Ky. 
VanHoose, Sandra 0 ., AB 
Paintsville, Ky. 
Vanlandingham, Laura Parker, AAB 
Sharpsburg, Ky. 
Vanlandingham, Randall Allen, BS 
Owingsville, Ky. 
Vencill, Glenn Lee, AB 
Morehead , Ky. 
Vergne, Roger Thomas, BS 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Vergne, Teresa Ann Craft, AB 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Vest, Asa M., MACE 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Vice, John A., AB 
Ewing, Ky. 
V ice, Karlyn Coatney, BS 
Carlisle, Ky. 
Vincent, Karen Elizabeth, BS 
Grayson, Ky. 
Waddell, Dons Jean, MA 
Ironton, Ohio 
Wagner, Gary Joe, BBA 
Independence, Ky. 
Wallace, Lu Anne, BME 
Louisa, Ky. 
Wallace, Preston L , AAS 
Ashland, Ky. 
Wallace, Rikki Shiela, AMED 
Dayton, Ohio 
Wallen, Donald Michael, BS 
Williamsport, Ky. 
Waller, Michael Wayne, BM 
Mt. Washington, Ky. 
Walling, Mary Elaine, AB 
Dayton, Ohio 
Walters, Maryanne, AB 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Walters, Pamela Kay, BME 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Walton, Leah, AB 
Yellow Spring, Ohio 
Wan, Carla Kaye, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Wanamaker, Richard Edward, Jr., AMED 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Ward, Brenda Sue, AB 
Louisa, Ky. 
Ward, Cassie Marie, AB 
Offutt, Ky. 
Ward, Jeffery A., AB 
Catlettsburg, Ky. 
Ward, Karen Orene, BS 
Ezel, Ky. 
Warford, Dennis Lee, AB 
Lawrenceburg, Ky. 
Watkins, April, AAB 
Beattyville, Ky. 
Weaver, Thomes Stepp, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Webb, Dana Vaughn, AB 
Seaman, Ohio 
Webb, Mildred Dupuy, AMED 
Russell, Ky. 
Webb, Richard M., AAA 
Lexington, Ky. 
Webster, Roberta Louise, MA 
Butler, Ky. 
Weddington, Diana Louise, AB 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Weeks, Linda Sullivan, AB 
Bardstown, Ky. 
Welch, Jim Wayne, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Wellman, Ronald, BSA 
Morehead, Ky. 
Wells, James Ray, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Wells, James Warren, MHE 
Morehead, Ky. 
Wells, Michael Ray, BS 
Greenup, Ky. 
Welsh, Judith Ellen, AB 
Derwood, Md. 
Welsh, Pamela Jane, AB 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
Wendel, Barry Eugene, AAS 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Wendling, JeffreyJ., AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Wenning, Mark Henry, BS 
Greensburg, Ind. 
Wetherell, Marilyn, AB 
Canal Winchester, Ohio 
Whaley, Debra Jeanne, AB 
Waverly, Ohio 
Whitaker, Herbert Loyd, AB 
East Point, Ky. 
White, Kenneth Leo, AMED 
Morehead, Ky. 
White, Pauline Moore, AMED 
Morehead, Ky . 
White, Peggy Lynn, AB 
Perryville, Ky. 
Whitt, Fredrick Lane, AB 
Xen ia, Ohio 
Wh itt, Helen L., AMED 
Ashland, Ky . 
Wieseman, Mary Jean, AAB 
Louisville, Ky . 
Wiglesworth, Bill, MACE 
Cynthiana, Ky. 
Wilbert. Chester Orr, Jr., AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Wilkins, James L., AMED 
Maysville, Ky. 
Wilkins, Regina Rigg, AB 
Maysville, Ky. 
Willenbrink, Robert Henry, Jr., AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Willhelm, David Joseph, BS 
Cedar Grove, Ind. 
Williams, Alma Rae, AB 
Bays, Ky. 
Williams, Charlene Blevins, AMED 
Louisa, Ky. 
Williams, Dennis Ray . AAS 
Wilmington, Ohio 
Williams, Gyles E., MACE 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Williams, Jerry Darvis, AB 
Mayking, Ky. 
Williams, John Claude, AB 
Sandy Hook, Ky. 
Williams, Judith Ellen, AAS 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Williams, Madeleine Osborne, BS 
West Liberty, Ky. 
Williams, Mazie Rose, AB 
Bays, Ky. 
Williams, Michael Leslie, BS 
Flatwoods, Ky. 
Williams, Mona Penelope, AB 
Pomeroy, Ohio 
Williams, Noel Gene, AAS 
Red Fox, Ky. 
Williams, Olivia Katherine Thompson, 
MACE 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 
Williams, Sheila Laverne, AB 
Louisville, Ky. 
Willoughby, Karen, Lynn, AB 
Jeffersonville, Ky. 
Wills, Deanna Evelyn, AB 
Trotwood, Ohio 
Wilson, Angela Kathleen, AB 
Perryville, Ky. 
Wilson, Beth Ann, AAS 
Greenfield , Ohio 
Wilson, Nancy R., AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Wilson, Patsy Davis, AB 
Morehead, Ky. 
Wilson, Philip Bruce, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Wilson, Sandra Lee, AAS 
Vanceburg, Ky. 
Winks, Shanna Horne, AB 
Springfield, Ohio 
Wise, Dorita Coblentz, MA 
Lexington, Ky. 
Wiseman. Melanie Jane, AB 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Wiwi, Dennis Jerome, BS 
Harrison, Ind. 
Wolfe, Larry Joseph, AMED 
Ashland, Ky. 
Wolfinbarger, Linda J., BS 
Beattyville, Ky. 
Wood, David Allen, BBA 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Wood, Mark Edwin, BME 
Jeffersontown, Ky. 
Woodard, Yvonne Bentley, AMED 
Greenup, Ky. 
Woodring, Sharon Kay, BME 
Louisville, Ky. 
Woodrow, David Allen, AB 
Elliottville, Ky. 
Woods, Larry Rolland, BS 
Louisville, Ky. 
Wright, James William, AB 
Eminence, Ky. 
Wyckoff, Susan, AB 
Ft. Thomas, Ky. 
Yatsko, George Bernard, BME 
Bobtown, Pa. 
Yonts, Jerry W., SSW 
Hazard, Ky. 




AAB- A ssociace of Applied Business 
AAA- A ssociate of Applied A rts 
AA- A ssociate of Aris-
AAS- A ssociate of Applied Science 
AS-Associate of Science 
BACHELOR'S DEGREES 
AB- Bachelor o f A r is-
BBA- Bachelor of Business Administ ration 
BM- Bachelor of Music 
BME- Bachelor of Music Education 
BS- Bachelor of Science 
BUS-Bachelor of Universiry Studies 
SSW- Bachelor of Social Welfare 
MASTER'S DEGREES 
AMED- Master of Arts in Education 
MM- Master of Music 
MACE- Master of Arts in Adul t and Continuing Education 
MS-Master of Science 
MHE- Master of Higher Education 
MA-Master of Arts 
MBA- Master of Business Administration 
MBE-Master of Business Education 
SPECIALIST DEGREE 
EDS-Education Specialist 
Michael Dennis Acord 
Lynn Marie Boberg 
Fred Warren Brown, Jr. 
Paul Stewart Caudill 
R ichard Lee D1ck1son 
Linda White Duvall 
Michael Douglas Duvall 
Audrey A. Farmer 
Theresa Ann Fetter 
Patrick Lewis Gampp 
PARTICIPANTS IN ACADEMIC HONORS PROGRAM 
Mary Lynn Greenhill 
Jo Ann Hoffman 
Stanley Thomas Hoskin 
Bernadine Sue Howell 
Cathryn R. Hurst 
Jenifer Kathryn Jacoby 
Debra Lynn Kinman 
Michael Richard Kuhlwein 
Alice Mae Lambert 
Robert Lee Lust 
Janet Godsey Marcum 
Pamela Randolph Moore 
Robert A. Myers 
Rose Wells Perry 
Sharon Spencer Ratcliff 
Michele B. Revell 
Rebecca Lynn Rose 
Deborah Lynne Ross 
Mark Allan Seay 
Bonnie Lynn Smith 
Kathleen Diane Spiller 
Lois Stinson 
Kit-Chi Tam 
Jean Annette Tussey 
Danny Keith Va ndivier 
Maryanne Walters 
Peggy Lynn White 
David Joseph Willhelm 
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY 
Stuart Thomas Blevins 
Philip Eugene Butts 
Jerry Lee Duncan 
Michael Leslie Freeman 
Robert Wesley Hancock 
James Terry Harmon 
Michael Lee Harrell 
John Anthony Hinton 
James Fra nklin Ishmael 
Joseph L. Kaelin, Jr. 
Academic Costumes 
Edwin Dorsal Lowder 
James Harlan Roe 
Has Slone, Jr. 
The wearing of academic costumes is a custom that goes back to the Middle Ages. Since the early 
European and English universities were founded by the church, the students and teachers were required to 
wear distinctive gowns at all times. Although the custom was brought to this count ry in Colonial days, the 
requirement for students was soon dropped. The custom for professors was confined to special occasions 
such as graduating exercises and inaugurations of new presidents. With the increase in the number of 
educational institutions and the development of new subject-matter fields, some confusion arose in time 
about the type of gown and the specif ic color to denote various degrees. To introduce desirable uniformity 
and set up a clearing house for new developments, a commission representing leading American colleges 
produced The Intercollegiate Code in 1895. In 1932, a national committee of the American Council on 
Education revised this Code into The Academic Costume Code. It was revised in 1959. Although not 
obligatory, most of the educational institutions in the country follow it in awarding their degrees, earned 
and honorary. 
The most significant part of the academic dress is the hood. The color of its velvet border indicates the 
academic field, and it is lined with the color or colors of the institution granting the degree. The hoods of 
those receiving a Master of Arts or an honorary degree of Doctor of Letters have those same color 
indications, but each successively higher degree carries with it a longer hood. The doctoral hood also has 
side panels on the back. 
Although most doctoral gowns are black, with black velvet bars and panels, in some cases the color of the 
gown is that of the university conferring the degree. All such gowns have black bars and panels. 
Academic fields may also be indicated by the color of velvet on the doctoral gowns: three two-inch bars 
on the sleeves and a five-inch border extending from the back of the neck down the two sides in front. For 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy the color is dark blue; for Doctor of Medicine, green, for Doctor of 
Education, light blue; for Doctor of Science, golden yellow. These colors also appear in the velvet of the 
hood unless the hood represents an honorary degree. The Doctor of Laws has purple velvet. The Doctor of 
Humanities is white, as is the Doctor of Letters. The Doctor of Public Administration has a hood with velvet 
in pale aqua. 
Caps are black. Tassels are usually black for Bachelor's and Master's degrees, gold for doctorates. Gowns 
for Bachelor's and Master's degrees are plain black, but sleeves of the latter are short with trailing " elbows." 
Doctoral gowns of European universities are usually very colorful. The caps are often of some soft material 
like velvet and are ordinarily not of the conventional morta1 board shape. Several examples may be seen i 
the University Faculty: 
Arts, Letters, Humani t1es- wh 1te 
Commerce, Accountancy, Business- drab 
Education- light blue 
Engineering- orange 
Fine Arts- brown 
Journalism- crimson 
Law- purple 




Philosophy- dark blue 
Physical Education- sage green 
Science- golden yellow 
Social Science- cream 
Theology-scarlet 
Veterinary Science- gray 
